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SawinII' Machlnerv. 

The accompanying engravings are a perspec
tive view (fig. 1.) and a plan view (fig. 2,) of 
the improved patent sawing machinery of 
Charles R. Fox, of Chicago, Ill. The object of 
the invention is to furnish the means of giving 
any desired set to the log, and also to furnish 
a sure and simple set off for the carriage in 
gigging back, and a set off when moving for
ward, and consists of two parts. The first 
consists in the employment of a pair of arms 
movable around the feed rod, the lower arm 
jointed to accommodate the back motion of the 
carriage, and the upper arm carrying a sec
tional pawl with an oblique edge, so that some 
one of the sections will always catch in the 
ratchet moving the feed rod, the position of 
the lower arm being dependent upon the pro
trusion of a regulating rack, against which 
the arm rests; the advance or recedance of the 
rack determines the extent of surface of an in
clined stud to be passed over by the lower 
arm, and the amount of movement given to 
the ratchet revolvmg the feed rod. The sec
ond part of the invention consists in placing 
under the carri8.ie, roller boxes for the rollers 
carrying the carriage, the said boxes haviag 
inclined interior faces, and constructed for 
�iving the carriage a lateral movement at its 
backward and forward motion, sufficient to 
clear the S8.W in gigging back, and insure a 
proper position for receiving the cut when mov
ing forward. The machinery is so constructed 
as to cut by both the backward and forward 
motion, or to cut by the forward movement 
only and gig back for the succeeding cut, for 
which purpose the second part of the inven
tIon is employed. 

A is the log carriage frame, and B its wheels 
moving on rails, C. The carriage is moved by 
pinion, D, which meshes into the rack, E, on 
shaft, F. This pinion is raised and lowered, 
and thrown in and out of gear, by the wedge 
lever, a, a rod, b, and lever, c. S is a circnlar 
BiloW secured upon a shaft in the common way. 
It is driven by a band round pnlley, H, from a 
pulley in the shaft of a steam engine or water 
wheel. The shaft, F, receives motion by the 
band, d or e, passing from the saw shaft pulley 
round the pulley.t; on shaft, g, which has also 
two other pulleys, hand h', on it, for receiving 
one of the bands, d and e, when the other is in 
operation. The band, d, is straight, the other, 
e, crossed, so as to rotate the shaft, g, in con
trary directions, the crossed band, e, giving the 
log carriage, A, its forward motion- (by the 
band, i, which passes over pulleys l k, on shaft 
F, carrying pinion D, which meshes into the 
rack on the carriage) -the straight band, d, 
gives it the backward motion. These bands, 
d e, operate the log carriage with the same ve
locity, for the saw to cut during both the for
ward lind backward movements of the log car
riage. When it is designed for the saw to cut 
during the forward motion oni.y, the pulley, m, 
is employed to gig the carriage backward with 
an increased velocity. The bands, d e, pass 
through a slide, n, which is moved longitudi
n�lly by being connected with lever I, which is 
acted upon by studs on the carriage. This 

to one of the loose pulleys, and the other band 
to pass from a loose pulley to pulley.t; accord
ing to the slide's direction, which reverses the 
motion of the saw carriage without stoppage. 

J is a feed rod on the outer side of the car
riagej it has pinions, p, on its extremities, 
meshing into racks, K, attached to the head 
block, L. The revolution of rod J, gives lat
eral motion to the head block and feeds the 
log. It is the mode of giving the requisite 
amount of revolution to rod J, which consti
tutes the first part of the invention. Upon 
this rod, J, is the ratchet wheel, P, embracing 
which, and movable around the said rod, are 
arms, R and T, the latter shown in fig. 1 and 
the former in fig. 2. The former (R,) contains 
the sectional pawl, q, the oblique edge of which 
rests upon ratchet P, which is jointed to fold 
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under the carriage when it meets with any ob- rests, said rack meshing into pinion, t, and is 
struction during the backward movement of I moved by a plate wheel (not seen) which has 
the carriage, but it is incapable of yielding graduated notches on its edges, into which II. 
during the forward motion. When therefore pawl takes, and moves it round one notch for 
the carriage is moving, and one of the fixed each proper feed of the log. On the shaft of 
inclined studs, B' or B", on the permanent way, said graduated plate wheel is a pinion gearing 
is met, an outward and upward movement is into a . cross rack, which moves the head 
given to the arm, T, and the rotation of the block to give the proper log feed. The inclined 
ratchet wheel, P, by the action of the pawl, q, studs are placed in the proper position for giv
in one of the notches of the wheel. The amount ing the requisite amount of feed motion during 
of this upward and outward movement of arm, the movement of the carriage. The one, B", 
T, is governed by the extent of the surface of l is movable to accommodate logs of different 
the stud, B' or B", to be passed over, which lengths, and is removed when the mill is ad
will be greater or leu, in proportion to the· justed to saw by the forward motion of the 
distance of the arm, T,'from the side of the carriage only. Studs (not shown) on the in
carriage at the time of striking the stud. This ner side of the carriage strike lever I, and op
adjustment is regulated by the position of the erate slide i, to change the bands on the pnl
rack, r, against the end of which the arm, T, leysfor giving the backward and forwa.>rd mo· 
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tion of the carriage. The log is held between 
the dogs, d' and d", the one secured to the 
block, L, and the other to rack, 1', and is mov
able longitudinally by lever J', through the 
pinion, K'. 

to the loose pulley, h, producing an immediate with the saw. Stud B» is not used is this case. 

reverse motion of the log carriage, A, and the Pulley m is employed for gigging back. The 

cutting out of a new board or plank. When boxes of the journals, to produce the effect 

this back cut is completed, the forward stud stated, may be considered self-acting, because 

(not shown) on the inner side of the carriage they produce the lateral movement of the car

strikes the arm, x, of lever, I, again reversing riage by its motions. The operator can stop 

the positions of the bands, d and e, on the fast the carriage by lever 1', which will move the 

and loose pnlleys on shaft g, and thus again slide, n, and by the action of lever, e, make 

gives a forward motion to the carriage, and so pinion D, drop clear of the rack. 

on continuously until the log is sawn up. It He can also move the head block by the lev

will be observed that the studs, B' B", operat- er wheel at the nigh side, to take on a new log. 

ing arm T, feed the log towards the saw for ev- This is a self-feeding, double and lingle acting 

ery new cut, by moving transversely the head saw mill, simple in its parts and operations,

block of the carriage. The studs on the inner A patent was granted for it on May 9th, last 

side of the carriage are for shifting the bands year, but it has never before been brought be

to reverse the carriage, by a common principle I fore the pnblic. Two claims are. embraced in 

carried out in many other machines. the patent, one for the method of feeding by 

To cut with the forward movement only of the double cut movement, and the other for the 

the carriage, the journals, B, of the rollers, method of giving the requisite set off to the 

are peculiarly set in boxes, and as they· move carriage when gigging back, and again setting 

forward they run up an inclined plane, and set up when moving f01.'Ward for the cut by means 

the carnage up for the cut, while on the return, of tbe journal boxes of the rollers, B. Every 

for gigging back the carriage, the journals run improvemeut in sawing mac.hinery is of great 

to the opposite extremity of the box, and press importance to our country. ��. movement of .the Slid

.

e, n, causes one of the 
f. bands, d or e, to pass from the fixed pulley,!, 
. 

' . . __ .bL 

OPERATION-The log is first secured between 
the dogs, d' and d", and the bands, d and e, ar
ranged for either the �ingle or double cut of 
the saw-backward and forward movements of 
the carriage; the stud for the single movement 
being removed, and the double movement set 
to suit the length of log. The gauge plate 
wheel to gauge the feed of the log, is also prop
erly set, so that the proper thickness of plank 
or board shall be cut at every movement of 
the carriage by the rotation of the feed rod, J. 
Motion is given to the saw shaft, and the car
riage with the log on it is fed towards the saw 
as has been described, and as soon as the first 
cut is completed, the arm, T, strikes the stud, 
B", the feed rod, J, is rotated, and the log fed 
over towards the saw the proper distance to cut 
a second board or plank by the return move
ment of the carriage. To give the back move
ment to the carriage, a rear stud, not shown on 
its inner side, strikes the lever, I, and shifts 
band d, to pulley .t; which throws off band, e, 

against another inclined plane, and move the More information respecting it may be ob

carriage sufficiently from the same to admit of tained by letter addressed to the patentee, at 
its running rapidly back without interference Chicago. Ill. 
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[Reported Officially for the Scientific Ameriean.] 
LIST OF PATENT CLAIMS 

IMUed from the United StateR Patent omce. 
1I'0R THE WEEK ENDING AUG. 21, 1855. 

CANDLESTICKS-C. W. Blakeslee. of Northfield. Ct.; I do not claim forming the body and base of the candleltick of wire j neither do I claim a spring lamp or socket, in itself considered. or independently of the mode of constructing or forming the same. as shown. for they have been previously used. I claim extendin.IJ the wires of the body of the candle. stick. through a dIsh-shaped 'plate, B, substantIally as 
�:�:p�i:�r o�h�h�u:i�die�fa!od:��fb��ring socket for the 

[In these days of progress and new inventions, one 
would think it a rather difficult matter to introduce nov
elty enough into a candle stick to warrant the issue oilet
ters patent. Mr. Blakeglee. however. shows that all new 
ideas are not yet exhausted: his improvement consists in 
making the entire candlestick of wire. It commences 
with a flat coil at the base. and rises in spiral form, the 
upper part terminating with a socket of simple but pe
culiar construction for the reception of the candle. Four 
uprjght wires are arranged on a disk. their upper ends 
springing together slightly; the candle is placed between 
the wires and thus securely held. A candlestick thus 
constructed is light. strong. cheap. and very ornamental 
in appearance.1 

�citntifit �mtritan. 
PRES8t1RE WATER WHEEL_ Wm. Fields & S. Ger- , WARM BATH ApPARATUS-L. H. I ... efebre. of New Orhard. of Wilmington. Del.: We claim the combination of leans, La.: I claim the portable steam bath apparatus the valve, B, with the buckets. A. upon the wheel, n, re- composed of a double generator. so arranged that the pro-volving in the case. C, substantially as described. ducts t;enerated in the two compartments may be con-. veyed to the bath. mingled or separately, of a bag. M. and PUMPS-So H. Gray. of BrIdgeport, Conn.: I do not of a connecting pige K each of said parts constructed and claim oper.ating the two pistons of a single cyli.n�er. arranged as descrIbe·d. ' 

!�eb��:idt���E��d �rn��a:��e a:r::�g;dc:-bo��dthl:��o�r PERCUSSION PROJECTILES-Augustus McBurth. of Eli
fh:�: hh�h�o:�d�F���n�th��.the rod of one piston passed ��:�h!'s·. {'�vfn�f�: ����6��b�!b�?� !�J��tt tf�t�:: But�claim the employment and arrangement of the with sharp edges.l.2.3,fig.3. in the manner and for the rod. C C'. and pinion. D. combined between the pistons. purpose substantially as described. also a rod to pass 

[In this pump two pistons are employed in one cylin- :�[f6!lh.the shell. in a longitudinal course, for the purpose 
der. both operated by one handle or lever. The improve. And alS? a ha�mer with a flat spring attB;ched, together 
ment consists in a novel means of operating the pistons. WIth a spIral sprlllg.d. as shown and descrIbed. 
A shaft passes transversely through the center of the [Here is another Sebastopol taker. It appears to be a 
pump barrel. within which, on the shaft. a cogged pinion good invention: it is apparently so arranged that the mo
wheel is placed. The piston rods have teeth on them, like ment the shell strikes·an object it explodes its ma
a rack. and gear with the pinion. Outside of the pump. gazine of powder, and scatten death and destruction all 
and attached to one end of the shaft. there is a handle or around. Common bomb shells carry such a magazine 
lever. by working which back and forth, the pi"itons are within. and-when the fuse. which is lighted by the act of 
operated. No piston rod. it will be noted, is seen on the discharge, burns down to the powder. it explodes. Some
outside. since all the moving parts. except the lever. are times the explosion takes place in the air before the shell 
confined inside of the pump. By the use of this invention reaches its destination. and then the result is harmless · 
two separate streams of water can be discharged, if desir- Oftener the fuse in the shell burns for some time after 
able, or a single continuous one. It is, in effect. the com- landing. and the enemy have time to run away from the 
bination of two of the ordinary pumps into one apparatu!, shot and escape injury. Mr. McBurth's shell explodes 
at a cost which exceeds only by a tri:tie the expense of the when it strikes, and then so instantaneously that escape is 
single pump. The prominent advantagess are, doubling out of the question.] 
the capacity. and therefore the utility. without much in- HAND STAMP-So P. Ruggles, of Boston, Mass.: I claim creasing the cost. This invention is simple in its parts, and ��: �:��l��ffht::t��n:,eb;i�e��:�f ���;��yg:p:�;ed;� not likely to get out of order. We regard the patent as scribed. for the purpose of facilitatinl? the removing and one of value.] replacing of the electrotype, or portlOns thereof, as set 

HEMP CUTTERS_J. L. Hardman. of Arrow Rock. Mo. : I Claim, first, the side reel constructed and applied for hemp, grain. or other articles of like nature. such reel having curved arms. be the curvature more or less. Second. I claim the cleaning shears. substantially as described. 
BRIDGES-H. L. Herve�ofQuincy, Il1., and R. E. Os. 

fh!nb16�k�;f>inrl�:�� ��sts. <> O���o�bina;tt��g�ithn�h: 

forth. I also claim the combination of devices for holding the bed plate. l'l. to the shank, B, so as to preserve the ball 
:�pda���:3.t��d l�e���pg ih�in!'oif�dv::;i;:Y:: f�l:;e�:�� same consisting of the flanges. a f. on the bed plate. with the holes therein, the large opening. c. in the sllank piece, 
f�����a��s�'rrb:��g respectively through them, as set 

BUn(�LA.RS ALARM-Alfred Bingham (assignor to himself and A. J. Bailey.) of Boston, Mass.: I do not claim combining with the match holder a roughened surface for the match to rub against. 
to!��!i���i�:[����itlo;fh. �:��o���)�aC:;iiI;\he a����g holder or its path of movement, as described. in order to facilitate the ignition of the match. when the holder is in movement. I alsa claim making the friction surface; to revolve, as described. in order t.hat a fresh portion of the surface may be exposed to the match. whenever any part of the surface becomes worn or unfit for use. I do not claim the combination of an alarm apparatus or movable match holder. or friction surface. and a lamp i nor the combination therewith of a contrivance for casting th��tXii�fai�h�h�ffd���ri��I ���:�:::i�!��¥'the match holder. cast-off lever and hammer rod of the escapement. where by the holder is retracted.the escapement apparatus will be controlled. but during the forward motion of the match holder. not only will the cast off lever be tilted so as to throw the extinguis her off the wick tube. but the es capement set free. so as to enable the alarm mechanism to operate and strike the hammer with repeated strokes upon the bell. 

JOURNAL Box ALLOys-B. F. Lawton. M. D., ofTloy, N. Y. : I claim the aforesaid box metal. 01" alloy. as an improved material. for the 'purposes of forming locomotive crank boxes. piston rings, Journals. boxes. axles. and other rubbing surfaces. of the moving parts of machinery. 
HARVESTERS-ehas. Bradfield, of Philadelphia. Pa.: I claim the arrangement of the pulleys. D E f. on and near the axle. and the finger and cutter bar underneath the axle. when the cutters are operated from said pulleys, through the intervention of the endless belt. g, cranks. picman, and connecting rod. a8 set forth. 
CURTAIN ROLI.ERs-D. H. Chamberlain. of West Rox. bury, Mass.: I claim attaching the spool directly to the spindle. and causing it to revolve with the curtain rod, 

;'��d��:ri&�d� is forced towards the jamb by the spring. 
RE-ISSUES. 

CI.OSING AND OPENING GATEs-Wm. G. Philips. of Newport. Del. Originally patented March 7.1854 : 1 claim a double spa.n. rotating gate. opening and closing. by an intermittent rotating motion. in one direction. only said motion being derived through lifting pieces or levers. cam planes. weights, or cords. or their equivalent. adjustable suspension truss. the arched truss, and the tenApPI.ICATION OF THE CONICAL PENDULUM TO TIME- sion cord. so that the camber of the bridge may be inKEEPERs-J. C. Briggs, of Concord. N. H.: I claim the creased or diminished by the adjustment of these blocks. application to clocks, time�pieces, or other machinery. as .. in connection with the tension cord. so as to increase the a regulator of a rotary or conical pendulum, the rod of strength of the bridge. by lessening the strain on any one 
;o���hat��:����W:o���h�e�e:ctr\�edP��rie���� o e��;d� ����!t:ll:�i��t��� i�s�rili!d� points, by means of the 

[Mr. Ruggles i'l a veteran inventor in the field of print� 
ing mechanism. His improvements are in use in almost 
every printing office in the country.] LANTERNS-Hugh and James Sangster, of Buffalo, N, Y. Patented originally June 10, 1851: We do not claim 

. fastening lamps to lanterns by spring catches; nor do we 1VINDOW SIIADES_J. J. Crooke. of New. York CIty claim attaching said catches to the uP1?er part of the lamp 
I claim so constructing and hanging a "lYin40w sh�de. that and extending them down. so as to sprmg outward over a the roller thereof shall be capable of bemg raISed and! :tlan"e in the lantern. mg only below the point of support. the pendulum to be �econd. we claim constructing and arranging the blocks 

���i�l���id�s��ibe:r.indle coming up from below. 1mb· ���!l �h�t;i:�Y:lid�s��n tr�:�r�� �� tt�� s�i���i�!���ci 
SEALING CANS-,,"'"m. Burnet. of Cincinnati. Ohio: I claim the use of a clamp cap. B. constructed substantially as described. for the purpose of closing the opening in the can, between the tilling and the final sealing thereof. 
[,fhe fact is coming to be pretty well known. that many 

of the fruits and choice kinds of small vegetables can be 
easi1y preserved in a fresh state, retaining all their origi
nal flavor fur any length of time by merely keeping them 
in an air· tight vessel. The result is. that a very large de
mand for such preserved fruits is springing uP. and as the 
chief expense. beyond the cost of the fruit, is in the can, 
it h highly desirable to have some ready means of open
ing and closing the mouth of the same, always leaving it 
air-tight. The old plan was to fill the can and then solder 
on the top. But such vessels are a nuisance to get open, 
and have been very properly discarded. Mr. Burnett ap
pears to have made an excellent improvement; he clips 
and slightly bends the edge of the opening in the top of 
the can •. and uses a cover having little projections which 
fit the clips. You turn the cover a little and it screws 
on tight i turn it the other way and it comes off.
The edges of the covcr rest in a groove. and are sealed by 
wax. which is poured into the grooves at the time of fill� 
ing the cans. it will be observed that this can. while it 
presents to the dealer the dc!!irable quality of great cheap
ness, is also highly convenient to the purchaser. It is a 
good invention. 

OBSTJj::TRICAL E XTRACTOR-A. C. Buffum, of Chicago. 111.: 1 claim an obstetrical extractor, which. from the 
beculiar form of its fingers. and by means at three cross-
th�tsei:Je:f�h:dctlIg�:S�h�f�h� fu�c�l����s��r�s�:;:'l� its delivery can be applied without injury to mother or child. 

I also claim that by means of the frustra. the instrument can be ready for aPl?lication. so small and of such shape, that it can be applled more readily and with less risk and pain to the patient than any fOl'cepsor other extractor in u:se. 
GLASS J OURN AL Box-Edward Campbell. of Columbus. Ohio: I do not claim the union of glass and iron, whilst the former is in a plastic state. and the latter at a red heat. br pressure. to produce a welding of the two. But I claIm. as a new manutacture. a journal box com· posed of an iron body and an anti-friction lining surface of glass. when the said glass lining is combined with its iron back. as 8et forth. 
SWIMMING GLOVE-Dugald Campbell. of New York City: I claim the use or employment of flexible webs uniting the thumbs and fingers of gloves. 
[N othing now remains. to render man an aquatic ani

mal except the invention of some web-apparatus for his 
feet: if his toes could be slitted up and so made longer 
Mr. Campbell's apparatus would be applicable.] 

WRENCH-J. D. Dale. of PhiJadelphia. Pa.: First. I c1aim the combination of the reversible flanged and winged hub. I". and pawls. G G', with the upper and lower ratchet wheels. EI J:S2. constructed and operated as deIJcdbed. Second, I also blaim the combination of the angular jaws and worm plate. F. or their equivalent�. with the upper and lower ratchet wheels, Bl liZ. and the mechanism giving them a continuous motion either to the right or left. 
BASIN STOP COCK-Henry }Jling. of New York City: I do not claim closing a cock by maam of a spring, when !'laid cock is not provided with a screw valve. ..But I claim making the cap. C. independent of the nut. 

Pt;�oe�h:�l.frhs���i�e 1��1���n3. 
the nut. the cap may be 

that they will slide or traverse on the string pie ces, so as 
}gr�;�l��� ��:�Y!�g:��5rWgg�}Oth!hbrtd:�. more uni

ly�l��r:; ��g���ei�P£�t��ga�h !idr st!���si�!t�:gs���: as set forth. 
[This· is a very valuable patent: a bridge of this con

struction will be stronger. and yet cheaper, than many of 
those now in general use. '1'he inventors are ingenious 
men.] 

ENGRAVING CALICO PRINTERS ROLLERs-John and Thomas Hope. of Providence. R. I.: We claim the com· bination and arrangement of the two I'ets of measuring markers.'i j i i. the hold back rods. F F. and roller. with plane surface tabJe. the same being not only to enable the design to he transferred. it being brought forward in re-guiV� s:l���l:i!�t�� :0 mx!���:ti�� r:dl�e�;ht ���b��:: tion with the large pulley and the shaft of the driving roller of the cylinder to he engraved. We also claim the means of holding and moving the cyl. 
���i��tS� !�f!:�:r:!�fu��.ob!l ro�; b�t�!��il;� lifh:�u�:� �oved from or applied to its supports, the same consisting is employing a drIving roller and a bearing roller. at one end of the cylinder. in combination with two sets of bearing rollers, made to extend into a groove. around the cylinder. and to support such cylinder, both laterally and longitudinally. We also claim the arrangE\ment oithe pattern tabl�. the tracer and its carriage. the several" other carriages. the 
lli:c����s f�F �£:��ife� r�c:� !��'::�:d:':�: �hha��. c��� .stituting an improvement in engraving machinery and securing to it important advantages in opera.tion. as well as in construction. as set forth. 

[The above is a very important invention j the beauti
ful figures and designs which ornament almost every spe
cies of calico sold in Qur stores. are produced by passing 
the white cotton cloth between solid cylinders or rollers 
made of copper. the surface of these rollers being engraved 
and inked over by other rollers. as fast as the cloth pass
es along. The result is the production upon the cloth,of va
rious patterns and figures in different colors, jU.''lt as books. 
newspapers. and the like are printed. The preparation 
of the cylinders. in calico printing. where an entirely new 
deflign is wanted, is a slow and costly matter. each cylinder 
sometimes costing as high as three or four hundred dol
lars. The improvement of Messrs. Hope is calculated to 
facilitate and cheapen the cost of the printing rollers.
The patent appears to be a valuable one.] 

ApPARATUS Fon VESSELS 'ro INDICATE THEIR LOCAI.ITY WHEN THEY SINK. AND TO SUPPLY A MEANS OF RAISJNG THEM_J. Hyde. of New York City: I am aware that on some occasions. in throwing guns. anchors, and 
�:�; �i�h�o:t�t��I�� b���bo::�;i:sl�g�i�:ch��St�l�di: cate their locality when lunken. Hut I am not aware that buoys, specially provided, have ever been arranged and connected wit1l a vel.sel, or any thing within it, so as to remain so connected and give out the connecting cord. to r�main on the surface of the water as the vessel sinks. to indicate its locality. and afford the means of forming the necessary connection for raising the vessel, &c .• to the surface; and therefore I do not claim, broadly the use of floats to indicate the locality of sunken vessels. I do not wish to be understood as limiting myself to the special construction of the buoys; nor to the special manner of arrangiug the cord which forms the connection between the buoy and the socket, or the hose; nor to the special mode of attaching the socket to the vessel or safe; nor to the mode of making the flexible bag.'!. or cammels and hose; nor to the special construction of the grapple. a� all these may be varied without changing the character of my invention. 

I claim the mode of operation. for indicating the locali-
;Te�fedl�;�d�;:lbh!�'d �iilieti�S v��S:I.

b�����n\t�li �g�d or ('ord�, or the equivalent therefor. attached to the buoy and a windlass or equivalent thereof. and connected with the vessel. or some valuable within the same. 
I also claim the mode of'ope:.;ation. for connecting cables 01' chains, with sunken vessels or articles therein. by means of the socket. or any equivaJent therefor. operated by the buoy cord., substantially in the manner described. 

lowered. and at the same time. Hhall roll or unroll the But we claim constructing and arranging the spring shade, and this without interfering with the fixtures for catches, I. or its equivalent. to cause the attachment of the raising the bottom of the shade, in the ordinary manner. lamp to the lantern by the operation of pressing the lan-as described. tern down upon the spring catches. 
RAII,R 0 AD CAR SEATs-A. M. Smith. of Rochester • N. Y.: I do not claim the form or shape of the back or seat part of the car seat, as they are in common use. .liut I claim the constructin� and arranging of the car seat. so that the whole back of sufficient widlh and shape best adapted to support the body ofa per�on for day riding if changed either side of the seat, to ride either way, can be reversed. the outside turned inside thereby. and at the same time raised high enough to support the head and body equally well for night riding. by means of and in combination with the different devices, or their equiva. lents. necessary for the purpose, as described and set forth. 
HORSE YOKEs-Jno. Woodward. of Wilmot Flat. N.H.: 

I do not claim a horse yoke, consisting of two eveners or horizontal bars. a connecting or vertical bar, two sets of 
r:;��s:I�dsdo��h: h���:�:.i���hat�i�:er�;;��:nY�di� ��� patent ot' Elijah H. Dantforth, granted July 23, 1�4:i. 

I slaim comtructing and arranging the hame connections with respect to a single beam. whereby such hame connections may be attached to the middle of the hames instead of at their ends. and thereby render but one bar or bearer necessary to connect the harness and the pole of a carl"iage. 
Doon KNOB-A. E. YounG'. of Dorcester. Ma'>s, (assignor to himself and Mark Worthley. of Boston, Mass. :) 

thc��hX:�����:: sc;���� ��1 ��eat:��!.bi:�E£.I:ds�� forth. 
BREECH.LoADJNG MAGAZINE FIRE ARMs_J. Swyney. of Chariestown, Mass. (assignor to him�elf and James Dandridge. of Boston. Mass.; : 1 claim the carrier, It, its 

fE:�h� ����o����t�i���g �i��pt��o�afh!i���:a!r�:: �: downwards. or into line with the rammer. as described. 
I also claim the rammer. in comhination with the rammer. F, and the mechanism by which they are connected so as to operate together. as described, such mechanism consisting. in part. of the rod. y. and the lever, b. 
1 claim combining with the charge chamber. C. and the magazine. }4�. the intermediate chamber or carrier, M. said charge chamber, C, and carrier being connected with and operated simultaneously by the guard, al� described. 
SAWING SHINGLES-Chas. Ketcham. (assignor to C. G. Judd and Andrew Oliver.) of Penn Yan. N. Y.: 1 claim. 

�t��;ktgio�k.dc�:t�����d �� �:s�r'ib�aj��J ��r�r:��.gt�· r�� lation to the means for feeding and the means for cutting. as set forth. 

Also. arranging the thumb piece. L. within the flange, 
��:Js t::cta�Th�r;t��f.z�EiaYry �!�edn��Js t!b�����h!' �: Low catch. to rest against the shoulder on the flange. E. of the la.ntern. 

DESIGN. 
IRON RAILINGS-M. H. Fowler & Enoch Jacoblt, of Cincinnati. O. ...... 

Honor to an American Inventor. 

The Emperor of Austria has conferred upon 
Professor Morse the large golden medal for arts 
and sciences, in consideration of the valuable 
zervices rendered by him to science by his sys. 
tern of telegraphs, which has been extensively 
applied in the Austrian dominions. 

Scarcely twelve years have elapsed since 
Professor Morse's first public experiment in 
Electric-Telegraphing was made between Bal. 
timore and Washington. Now there are about 
fifty thousand miles of the wires in operation, 
and they stretc.h under seaa and over moun· 
tains, into almost every part of the habitable 
globe. Nearly as many miles more are in pro
gress of construction. The Electric Telegraph 
is the wonder of our age. Its practical intro
duction is chiefly due to the ingenuity of our 
American citizen, who, previous to the realiza
tion of his great idea, was almost unknown to 
fame. This fact should alford great encour
agement to all inventors. They hold the keys 
to myriad other treasure chambers of inven
tion, as yet untouched and undeveloped. .. ...... �econd. the receiving trough 2, having the grooves in it, to receive each shingle, while being cut and holding them sufficiently to permit their easy and ready removal from the saws, in compact and orderly condition. 

e:!:hJl'g •• �� :::;���l����i:if� th�jli�!:�;t�����:�l;h� Trial of Realiing Machines in France. 

shingle being cut. by means of the rollers. X X. or their 0 th d fit th th . 
equivalents, held and moved ,ubstantially as ,tated. in n e secon 0 as mon , e varIOUS 
���t��������i��i;o :'��lhi�:�'i,1r�:;�h:;'��i� ��!�l:'i':';S��� reaping machines in the Paris Exhibition were 
���h�h:�,,�:��I���t';,���� ������rtr�s������� l�eu'::d� subjected to several trials before an interna-
nor tte block upon the teeth of the 'aws, .. mu,t occur tional jury. The first trial took place with a. when pressure is made. 

small French one horse reaper, a Bell's ma-CORN AND COR MILLS_D. S. James. of New Market. Va. (assignor to himself. J. B. White, of Dinwiddie C. H. chine, which was made in France, and Wright's Va.,& J. W.Mclntyre, of Dinwiddie Co., Va., 1 make American automaton self-raker (Adkin's in. �gn�d���d ; a:::ith�:hdeO "f���i���es�a;t;��:o����)i:ii�� of shell and burr; nor the mean, by which the ,arne is vention.) The latter beat the other two, and 
produced. as such is not new. the small French reaper beat Bell's. The sec-
11;O�1!i;hg�fa::l�}�1�!al�t���giel� w�e�n th��:[d �h�ii is connected at bottom with the burr, as described. and ond trial was with a. Bell's reaper, made by 

}�i�th,';,v:��re';,tl�r df,;;l�i�h�iJe��.r ��r;������I'f:Cf11;;b� Crosskill, Manny's reaper, and another French 
operation at,ained. machine. CrosskilFs machine soon broke 

E&�t�no�i���'if::::-;-I"[ia?m. �:':;::�i:,ial�!n��:b!;i�g down, Mauny's worked very heavily, and did 

�k��l'i,bla�:d��o!c��:t!P�lTI�ehoi�e,;:.;�e.l'�h�h;p�::� not do good work. The third trial was be· 

:��r:-����e machine is rendered automatic, in the manuer tween the machines of McCormick and Hussey, 
d· h in which the former came off victorious, by 

fo��c��lJ·f���;:J'::�flh�h��\�h=;���:e��·l���bl�����;ll; as described. doing more work with greater ease, and a n�W���;M\�: ;�;;.g��i�g �l.hej�.notche" f g. in combi· greater quantity of it than auy of the other 
Fourth. the gate . �'. in comhination with the nurnber- machines. 

RATJ.ROAD CAR SRA·j's-EbenezerJefi'ers. ofDorchester. Mas. .... ; I am aware that a chair lSeat has l,een so comthem turned so that the water overflows and damages the bined with its legs. or supportin� frame. as to be capable house and furniture; then again. a careless seryant does of being rotated horizontally. I am also aware that it is 

[In city dwelling houses, where water is conveyed abOut through the apartments in pipes. it is usual to furnbh the 
wash basins with stop-cocks. the handles of which are 
hl)llow, and so arranged that when you pull the handle 
forward. the water discharges through it into the ba.'dn. 
and when you push it back the liquid ceases to:tiow. These 
stop-cocks. although ornamental and exceedingly conve
nient. possel's. nevertheless. some defects: for example, 
the children love to play with them. and sometimes leave ing wheels, and the part� wlJich set them in motio ll. After these trials, McCormick's machine was [This is said to be the best book paging machine ever 

made, for rapidity of operation, excellencd of work. sim. challenged to compete with IV-right's and Man
plicity in construction, and cheapness of operation. it will ny's reapers in mowing a field of lucern. In 
certainly take the palm. Few persons would be apt to this trial it again proved the victor. In anoth. think that the patent right for an apparatus which was 

not unc.ommon to applr a table or other article to a stand. the same thing. Sometimes, too. the valve gets out of by such devices as wil admit of its being moved in either kilter and leaks, or lets the water run when the handle b a horizontal or vertical direction. 1 theretore do not 
in the wrong position. Mr. Eling easily obviates all these cli ... i�� ��J�im ananr,ing the pedal. the bolt, and their ·troublelS. and renders this kind of stop-cock what it ought locking recesses to.r;ether and in the sector. and in the to have been long ago-a complete article. He prevents ���n!�gi:!��!�1����!th�t�eada1��h�i���tO���dOt����r� the pogsibility of a carelegs overtlow. by arranging a self. ing post may be latched or unlatched simultaneously. so as acting spring within the stop-cock. in such a mallner that to enable the chair to be operated. 
the water win run so long a..� you hold the handle in prop- JOURNAL Box ALLovs_B. F. Lawton. M. D., of Troy, 
er position; but the moment you Jet go. it flies back. and ���;ia}. f��iili�l�eu��::���o�:��i�;gObG���. j�������� :�l�:' the water stops. The other portions of the improvement. and all other rubbing surfaces of the lI:lOvillg parts of ma
It is needless for us to deseribe; suffice it to say. that they chinery, a� described. 
perform their offices effectually. This i.i an excellent im· PRJo::SSUHE GAUGEs-Jno, Matthews. Jr., of New York �rovement, it will be appreciated by all householders and City: I claim the construction of a gauge tube. in the manner �·et forth. that. if! to say, having offseUs thrown out hO"Wiekeepers .. J along one :-ide. for the purpose subs.tantially as de�crihed. 

'" a. Sa: .M) .. _ 1__ F 

merely used for stamping the numbers on to the page.i of er trial in a field of wheat, with Manny's reap
aecount books, WM of any great value; yet the patent for er, McCormick's reaper proved itself superior. 
a machine for thi' purpose was ,old to certain partie,. not Snch are the accounts we have received of long since. for 0"1&'3 hund1'ed tkousarut dollars. Such facts 
cannot fail to encourage invento," to persevere in what. these trials by our foreign exchanges. Anoth-
ever they are trying to produce.] er series of trials with reapers was to be made 

a�orS�Cr;:;S�f��;tIn�M�,��I .cl:i�gc���l;?nf�l:;h� on the 14th, but we have not yet received an 
platform or soat. A. with the back legs. C C', by means of account of them. Thus far McCormick's reap the turning or front leg�, D D'. and the conneding links or l'afS, ji] go. and so that said ,eat or platform may b. er has proved itself better. than all its Ameri- IJ �ithel' turned down hOl'izontalJy so as to be support.ed on {\ t; both sets of legs. or they aud the seat be folded together. can and foreign competitors. 

. ".",.� 
���.--------.==�,�-----------.-��� 
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The Trlbuue and the Scientific Arncl'icCl" on 
Locomotion. 

The Tribune of the 14th inst. contains an 
article in reply to ours in No. 48 ; it commences 
as follows :-" A recent article of ours on loco
motion, has provoked the criticism of the SCI
ENTIFIC AMERICAN. We said that but for the 
resistance of the air, with the engineering re
quisite for the circumstances, a speed of a hun
dred miles an hour might be attained on a rail
road economically-we did not say how safe
ly." The article of the Tribune which we crit
icised, stated very plainly that but for the re
sistance of the atmosphere, railroad trains 
might run very economically, at the rate of sev

eral hundred miles per hour. This, we thought, 
required correction, as many persons not ac
quainted with the subject might be led to form 
the opinion that the resistance of the air was 
the principal obstacle to our railroad trains 
adopting higher speeds. At the present time 
the speed of express trains on the New York 
and Erie R.ailroad is thirty-five miles per hour, 
and on the New York Central forty miles and if 
this were increased to fifty miles, the resistance 
of the atmosphere-as we presented the question 
-would only be 121-2Ihs. on the square foot of 
frontage-a mere trifle in the running of trains 
at such a speed. If this were the only obsta
cle to our railroad trains increasing their speed 
to 100 miles per hour, it would not give the en
gineers or superintendents a second thought. 

We have always endeavored not to make 
a dubious statement in discussion for the 
mere purpose of making a good casco The 
amount of resistance, 12 1-2 Ibs. on the square 
foot, on trains running at the rate of 50 miles 
per hour, is the amonnt of pressure exerted by 
the wind on a stationary body, and recorded 
by numerous experiments, and we presented 
this amount, so that no person could say we 
nnder-stated it. But Dubuat has obseryed, 
that both in the case of air and water, the re
sistance to a body moving through them with 
a certain velocity is less than the resistance of 
the air or water moving with the same velocity 
against the body at rest; according to Emer
son, the mathematician, the resistance is but one 
half. It has also been found that the resistance 
of the air to a body, if it is a cube like a rail
way train, is as 0014 to 0017 of a plate em
bracing the same area of frontage. 'fhe resist
ance of the atmosphere, therefore, to railroad 
trains moving at the rate of 100 miles per 
hour, fuay, upon good authority, be set down 
as low as 25 Ibs. on the square foot of frontage 
-it cannot at least, by any possibility, be more 
than 50 Ibs.But for the sake of all that is sen
sible in discussing improvements in science and 
art, let no one talk any more about the difficul
ties of atmospheric resistance to railroad trains 
running at the rate of two hundred or one hun
dred miles per hour, as long as our fastest 
trains are running only at the rate of forty.
When they attain to 50, 60, or 100 miles per 
hour it will be time enough to talk of atmos
pheric resistance. 

The Railroad .I1.dvocate, of the 18th, returns 
to another interloping charge. We did not 
suppose there was a single paper in our coun
try, that could so stupidly understand the sub
ject and misrepresent it. It now admits all we 
contended for, but insinuates to the contrary. 
It states there is a resistance arising from fric
tion, and a resistance from concussions, "the 
principal one up to a speed of 100 miles per 
honr." This latter, it asserts, merely increases 
directly as the velocity, while the atmospheric 
resistance is as the square of the speed. '['his 
is lIOt correct, the resistance of concussions in
creases as the square of the speed also. 

'fhe Tribune of the 18th contains a second 
and very unfair reply to our remarks. It ex
presses sorrow at us "manifesting so strong a 
disposition to ignore the question whether at
mospheric resistance increases in the duplicate 
ratio of the velocity." Now we have dune no 
liilch thing. We simply proved a negative to 
atmospheric resistance beiug the cause of pre
venting railroads running very ecorwmically at 
high speeds. We have done more than comply 
with the legitimate rules of discussion in what 
we have said. The Trib"ne has not yet proved 
a positive; but as it has asked for more in
formation on the subject, we will give it. 

D. K. Clarke, the very best authority on rail-
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the latter varies as the square of the speed, 
starting from nothing, when the train is just 
in motion. The constant resistance is due to 
the internal friction of wheels, axles, and ma
chinery; the variable resistance is due to the 
atmosphere, to lateral oscillation, and concus
sion, to vertical oscillations, and concussion 
between the wheels and rails." 

" All these varying resistances ought to vary, 
we believe, as the square of the speed, as we 
find in fact they do, and rwt as the speed simply." 

These were the conclusions at which he ar
rived after a number of personal experiments 
made upon railway trains to test the resistan
ces, with proper apparatus, and also by an ex
amination ofD. Gooch's tables of experiments. 
No matter, then, what speed may be adopted 
on our railroads, all the variable resistances in
crease as the square of the velocity, and at pres
ent speeds, the atmospheric resistance is by far 
the smallest. '['his has been found to be the case 
in the working of all our railroads. We have 
been the constant advocate of improvements 
in our railway system, and have frequently 
pointed to the great source of expense in work
ing them, viz., defective permanent way, em
bracing numerous curves, inclines, bad tracks, 
&c. For this we have received the thanks of 
many engineers at various times, and we shall 
never be diverted from advocating sensible im
provements in railroad eugineering by absurd 
and ignorant declamations about air resist-
ance. 

The Tribune asks us some questions respect
ing Ithiel Richardson's method of sending 
packages through a vacuum tube. It still en
tertains very wrong theoretical ideas respecting 
it. It says, "when you have got rid of atmos
pheric resistance it is obvious that any constant 
force which is more than able to move a load, 
will, on a level, cause it to move with an accel
erated velocity like that of a falling body."
This cannot be a correct comparison, as the 
accelerated velocity of falling bodies is cansed 
by the attraction of gravitation, the force of 
whi�h increases according to the square as two 
bodies approach one another. A railroad train 
upon a level, or a parcel in a tnbe, with the at
mospheric resistance removed could not be 
moved by a constant force to acquire an accel
erated velocity, because they would have 
to overcome constant and variable resistance 
at eyery point along their whole course.
The expression of the Tribune, "any constant 
force which is more than able to move a load," 
is very obscure. We presented no arguments 
against Mr. Richardson's plan of sending mes
sages and packages through a vacuum tube; 
we would really like to see it tried. 

The Tribune will find some useful informa
tion on this subject on page 298, Vol. 8, SCI_ 
ENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

--�--. .. 
On the �Ianfactllre of Steel. 

The following is the substance of a paper 
read a short time since by Charles Sanderson, 
Esq., before the Royal Society of Arts, London, 
and published in the London Mechanics Maga
zine and the Mining Jourrwl. 

The kinds of steel which are manufactured 
are natural steel, called raw steel, or German 
steel; Paal steel, produced in Styria, by a pe
culier method; cemented or converted steel; 
cast-steel, obtained by melting cemented steel; 
puddled steel, obtained by puddling pig iron in 
a peculiar way. 

A 

cent. of manganese. Karsten, Hassenfratz, 
Marcher, and Reamur, all advocate the use of 
gray pig iron for the production of steel; in
deed they state distinctly that first quality steel 
cannot be produced without it; that the object 
is to clear away all foreign matter by working 
it in the furnace, to retain the carbon, and to 
combine it with the iron. This theory is incor
rect, although supported by such high authori
ties. Gray iron contains the maximum quan
tity of carbon, and consequently remains for a 
longer time in a state of fluidity than iron con
taining less carbon; the metal is then mixed 
up, not only with the foreign matter it may 
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contain, but also with that with which it may 
become mixed in the furnace in which it is 
worked. This prolonged working, which is 
necessary to bring highly carbonized iron into 
a malleable state, increases the tendency to 
produce silicates of iron, which entering into 
composition with the steel during its produc
tion, renders it red short. Again, by this 
lengthened process, the metal becomes very 
tender and open in its grain; the molecules of 
silicate of iron which are produced will not 
unite with the true metallic part; and also, 
whenever the molecular construction of iron or 
steel is destroyed by excessive heat, it becomes 
unmalleable. Both these are the causes of red 
shortness, and also of the want of strength 
when cold. In Austria, however, they have 
improved upon the general continental process, 
their pig iron is often highly carbonized, but 

f--_.J 

the metal is worked differenly constructed.
We find, therefore, the German, the Styrian, 
the Carinthian, and many other methods, all 
prod ucing steel from pig iron, yet pursuing dif
ferent modes of operation. In Seigen they use 
the white carbonized manganesian metal, while I 
in Austria a gray or mottled pig iron is used. I 

The furnace is built in the saf!le form as a 

') common charcoal refinery. 
Fig. 1 shows a ground-plan of the fur-

nace; fig. 2 an elevation; and fig. 3 the form II of the fire itself and the position of the metal 

I within it. The fire, D, is 24 inches long and 
24 inches wide; A A A are metal plates sur-

I rounding the furnace. I 
Fig. 2 shows the elevation, usually built of I stone, and braced with iron bars. The fire, G, i is 16 inches deep and 24 inches wide. Before 

I the tuyere, at B, a space is left under the fire, 
to allow the damp to escape, and thus keep the 

III bottom dry and hot. 
In fig. 1 there are two tuyeres, but only one 

tuyere-iron which receives both the blast noz- i 
zles, which are so laid and directed that the i I 
currents of air cross each other, as shown by I the dotted lines; the blast is kept as regular 

I as possible, so that the fire may be of one uni
form heat, whatever intensity may be required. 

Fig. 3 shows the fire itself, with the metal, I charcoal, and blast. A is a bottom of char-
coal rammed down very close and hard. B is 

II another bottom, but not so closely beaten 
down; this bed of charcoal protects the under 
one, and serves also to give out carbon to the t 

loop of steel during its production. C is a thin I I stratum of metal, which is kept in the fire to I 
snrronnd the loop. D shows the loop itself in Ii progress. 

When the fire is hot, the first operation is to I 
melt down a portion of pig iron, say 50 to 70 I pounds, according as the pig contains more or , less carbon; the charcoal is then pushed back ' 
from the upper part of the fire, and the blast, I which is then reduced, is allowed to play upon I the surface of the metal, adding from time to 
time some hammer slack, or rich cinder, the 
result of the previous loop. All these opera
tions tend to decarbonize the metal to a certain 
extent ; the mass begins to thicken, and at 
length becomes solid. The workman then 
draws together the charcoal and melts down 
another portion of metal upon the cake. This 
operation renders the face of the cake again 
fluid, bnt the operation of decarbonization 
being repeated in the second charge, it also 
thickens, incorporates itself with the previous 
cake, and the whole become hard; metal is 
again added, until the loop is completed. Dur-
ing these successive operations the loop is nev-
er raised before the blast as it is in making 
iron, but it is drawn from the fire and ham
mered into a large bloom, which is cut into 
several peices, the ends being kept separated 
froI!l the middle or more solid parts, which are 
the best. 

This operation, apparently so simple in itself, 
requires both skill and care. The workman 

they tap the metal from the blast furnace into has to judge, as the operation proceeds, of the 
a round hole, and throwing a little water on amount of carbon which he has retained from 
the surface, they thus chill a small cake about the pig iron; if too much, the result is very 
half an inch, this is taken from the surface, raw, crude, untreatable steel; if too little, he 
and the same operation is performed until the obtains only a steelified iron. He has also to 
whole is formed into cakes; these cakes are keep the cinder at a proper degree of flnidity, 
then piled edgewise in a furnace, are covered which is modified from time to time by the ad
with charcoal, and heated for 48 hours; by this dition of quartz, old slags, &c. It is usual to 
process the carbon is very much discharged. keep from two to three inches of cinder on the 
By using these cakes in the refining, the steel face of the metal, to protect it from the direct 
is sooner made, and is of better qnality. Pig action of the blast. The fire itself is formed 
iron can only be freed from its impurities of iron plates, and the two charcoal bottoms 
whilst in a fluid state. It should be purified in rise to within nine inches of the tuyere, which 
that state to obtain a purer metal for the pro- is laid flatter than when iron is being made. 
dnction of steel. The metal itself being to 'fhe position of the tuyere causes the fire to 
some extent decarboniscd, is sooner brought work more slowly, but it insures a better re
into" nature," as it is termed; that is, it soon- sult. 
er becomes steel. The process being shorter, '1'he quantity of blast required is about 180 
and the metal itself being pnrer, there is less cubic feet per minute, at a pressure of 17 inches 
opportunity for the formation of deleterious water gauge. Good workmen make 7 cwt. of 
compounds, which becoming incorporated with steel in 17 hours. The waste of the pig iron 
the steel, seriously injure its quality. Of course is from 20 to 25 per cent., and the quantity of 
steel manufactured from crude iron, either puri- charcoal consumed is 240 bushels per tnn. The 

Natural or German steel is so called because fied or not, of any defined quality, will inherit inclination of the tuyere is 12 to 15 degrees.
it is produced direct from pig iron, the result of such quality, be it good or bad. Art can in '['he flame of the fire is the best guide for the 
the fusion of the spathouse iron ores alone, or some degree remove these noxious qualities workman. During its working it should be 0. 
in a small degree mixed with the brown oxyd; from the crude iron. red blueish color. When it becomes white the 
these ores produce a highly crystalline metal The furnaces in whieh raw or natural steel 1 fire is working too hot. 
called spiegel dsen, that is, looking-glass iron" is manufactured are nearly the same, as far as Tnis concludes first part of Mr. Sanderson's 
on account of the very large crystals the met- I regards their general construction, in all coun- very useful paper on natural steel. The sec
al presents. This crude iron contains about i tries where such steel is produced; yet each. ond part embraces a distinct manufacture of 
four per cent. of carbon, and four to five ]ler i country, or even district, has the fire in which I steel, and is entirely separate from this. 

road engineering, says, respecting railroad re
�" sistances:" they are divisible into two parts-2�he constant and the variable resistance, of which 
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It£ltl �nh£ntinns+ 
Value or Palen .... 

Mr. Amos Lyon, of Worcester, inventor of a 
very simple improvement in lightning rods, 
which we illustrated in our paper not long 
since, informs Uil that he has sold rights this 
year to the amount of between eleven and 
twelve thousand dollars. Stephen D. Carpen
ter, of Wisconsin, whose simple rotary pump 
we illustrated in No. 31 of our present volume, 
has realized about fifty thousand dollars this 
year from his invention. He was robbed in 
the cars, out West, not long since, of eleven 
thousand dollars cash-proceeds from his pat
ent, we presume. 

We should be pleased to have inventors post 
us up from time to time, as to their sales and 
snccesses with inventions. Such items arrest 
the attention of capitalists and serve to en
hance the value of every species of patent pro
perty. 

---..-....-.... .. ........---
New CA)!I,1 Burnitl� LoconlOHves. 

The Philadelphia Ledger states that the 
builders of locomotives, iu that city, are busily 
engaged in constructing coal-burning locomo
tives. Baldwin & Co., placed a first class one 
of 25 tuns, yn the Mine Hill Railroad two 
weeks ago, and they have four others of the 
same character, nearly ready, for the Lehigh 
Valley Road, one for the Swatara Road, one 
for the Steubenville, and one for the Reading 
Railroad. It also says :-" From recent ez
periments made on one of the roads running 
from this city, with one of Baldwin's locomo
tives it appears that the expense is only about 
one half that of the wood-burners. A thor
ough examination is now being made of the 
matter, which will shortly be made public." 

B1oel, Cor Forminll 110...., (',oil ...... 
The accompanying figures represent an ad

justable block for stretching and forming horse 
collars, for which a patent was granted to J. 
Van Benschoten, of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., on 
the 3rd of last July. 

. Figure 1 is a perspective view, and fig. 2 is 
a longitudinal vertical section of the block, 
taken through the center. 

A represents a cast iron plate which may be 
permanently secured on a table or bench. The 
front end of this plate is of semicircular form, 
and the sides of the plate gradually expand 
outward from the front to the back end. On 
the front end of the plate, A, there is a sta
tionary jaw, B, of cast iron, secured to the 
plate or cast with it. The upper part of this 
jaw is of semi-circular form, and its sides 
are concave. C C are movable jaws made of 
cast iron. The5e jaws are of oblong shape, 
their back ends being rounded, and their outer 
sides or edges gradually expanding outward 
from their front to their back ends ; the shape 
of the three jaws, when in contact as shown, 
correspond to the shape of a horse collar ; the 
front stationary jaw, B, corresponding to the 
top end of the collar, and the two movable 
jaws corresponding to the lower part, the sides 
of the jaws being concave to correspond to the 
inner surface of the collar. The under sur
faces of the two movable jaws, 0 C, are pro
vided each with recesses or grooves, in which 
guides or ways on the upper surface of the 
plltte, A, fit ; these ways are placed obliquely 
on plate A, and gradually expand outward from 
the front to the back end of it. 

D represents a screw rod whic.h works in a 
bearing, e, at tbe back end of the plate, A. It 
is fitted between the lower parts of the two 
movable jaws, C C, and has a nut, E, upon it, 
to which nut two spring arms, .f (one shown,) 
are attached, the outer ends of the spring arms 
being attached to the front ends of the mova
ble jaws, C C, at their lower parts. 

The outer end of the screw rod is provided 
with an arm or lever, F. On the upper sur
face of each jaw there is attached by a screw, 
g, one or more plates, h. These plates corres
pond to the shape of tbe jaw to which they are 
attached, and are for the purpos� of increasing 
the thickness of the jaws, so that they may 
correspond to the size of the collar to be 
stretched or formed. These plates may be con
structed of cast iron, and of various thickness
es, and more or less of them used, according to 
tha size of the collar. 

�(i£ntific �nl£rican . 
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The jaws, C C, are moved up to the station
ary jaw, B, by operating the screw rod, D, and 
the collar, represented by G, is placed over the 
three jaws, C C B, the screw rod, D, is then 
turned from left to right, and the two jaws, C 
C, are moved in consequence, backwards and 
outwards, and the collar, G, is stretched or 
formed to the desired size and shape. To the 
stationary jaw, B, at each side there is attach
ed a metallic plate corresponding in form to 
the edges of the jaws. These plates form an 

unbroken edge or surface all around the j aws 
when the jaws are distended. 

By this arrangement and operation of the 
oblique sliding jaws, C C,-whereby they 
effect simultaneously the longitudinal and lat
eral stretch of the collar gradually and uniform
ly along either side of it through the greatest 
portion of its length, and towards its broadest 
end, where the capacity for stretching is great
est, while the narrow and front or upper end of 
the collar is firmly held by the stationary jaw, 

BLOCK FOR FORMING HORSE COLLARS. 

B-no undue pressure or. stretch in any one part t, it will be observed that the greatest freedom 
will occur. The stretching action laterally and I of action is insured to the sliding jaws, 0, and 
longitudinaliy is smoothly and evenly effected i that the screw nut having no other bearing 
by the longitudinal pressure of the oblique i than that on the screw rod, presents no restric
sliding jaws along either side of the collar, i tion whatever to the lateral as well as the lon
the form of which is better preserved, while the I gitudinal, and free and independent actions 
work is performed with increased facility. The i of the two oblique sliding jaws on their 
arrangement shown and described of the oper- I ways. 
ating screw nut, E, with the sliding jaws, 0, j More information may be obtained by letter 
by its attachment thereto by the spring arms, addressed to the patentee at Poughkeepsie. 

NEW PATENT REPEATING PISTOL. 

The accompanying engravings represent 
BeaFs patent repeating pistol, manufactured by 
E. Whitney, of Whitneyville, Conn. 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view, and fig. 2 is a 
longitudinal vertical section, through the lock, 
and revolving charge cylinder to show how the 
latter is operated. 

A is the frame which supports the stock. 
B is the barrel with its breech passing through 
and shutting with a gas joint against the charge 
cylinder, O. b is a steel pin passing through 
an orifice in the center of the cylinder, C, into 
the plate behind it, and serves for the axis of 
the charge cylinder. It is held in place by a 
spring catch, c. By pressing on the lower end 

of the catch, its point is thrown out of the 
notch in the pin, b, which can then be drawn 
out, and the cylinder, C, removed in a second 
from its frame, and another one fully charged 
inserted as quickly. E in fig. 1, is a small 
plate secured to one side of the frame, A, and 
conveying part of cylinder, C. In fig. 2 the 
inside of it is shown on which is secured a vi
brating double armed ratchet, d d, which is 
connected by a pin, a, to the upper part of the 
finger of trigger, D. There are a row of notch
es on the outside of cylinder, C, near each end, 
and the ratchet points, d d, operated by the 
trigger, D, take into these notches alternately, 
and rotate the charge cylinder, to bring the 
loaded chambers successively opposite to and in 
contact with the barrel, B, to be discharged. 
The hammer or dog head is held on cock by a 
vibrating catch beneath it ; this is set free to 

strike the caps on the back of each charge 
chamber, by pulling on the trigger, the thimble 
of which is thus made to press on one end of 
the hammer catch, as shown by the dotted lines 
fig. 2, and thns set it free to strike the cap.
This is the most simple aud convenient repeat
ing pistol that has as yet been brought to our 
notice. An extra charge cylinder can be used 
owing to the very simple method of changing 
it. When the hammer is cocked, or half cock
ed, the cylinder can be revolved without releas
ing tbe hammer, as it is in all cases revolved 
by the forward and backward motion of the 
trigger, which vibrates the ratchet, d d. It can 
be loaded with great rapidity, and by having 
two such small cylinders as C, it will enable a 
person to have fourteen shots always ready, 
and in a very small compass. 

More information may be obtained by letter 
addressed to the manufacturer, at Whitney
ville. 

.. � .. 
Easy Prevention oC Yellow Fever or Cholera. 

Heclr)c for Inaldng Chtorine. 

The following has been published by a num
ber of our exchanges as a means of preventing 
yellow fever : 

" Take five ounces of common table salt and 
one ounce of the peroxyd of manganese. Stir 
these together until they are well mixed, and 
then pass the n.ixture through a glass funnel, 
(a little at a time, for fear of choking the tube,) 
into a wine or porter bottle. Take then half 
an ounce (by measure) of sulphuric acid, and 
add to it three ounces of water. Pour tbis also 
into the bottle and shake it moderately, (with
out tipping it so as to separate the ingredients) 
and chlorine will soon begin to issue from the 
bottle in sufficient quantities to disinfect the at
mosphere of a room. After an hour or two, it 
can be removed to another room, and so on 
until every room, shed, out-house, &c., has been 
purified. It is, however, thought to be snffi
cient to confine it to those rooms that are con
stantly inhabited. It is well to shake the bot
tle three or more times a day." 

[This is indeed a simple method of generat
ing chlorine gas, which is a most excellent dis
infectant, but a more simple method is to pur
chase a pound of the chloride of lime at any 
of the druggists, and put a few ounces of it on 
a saucer, then pour a little vitriol into it, when 
the fumes will at once be seen to arise, and dis 
infect a large space filled with noxious vapors 

.. � . ..  
Reapers In Texas. 

A gentleman in Texas, writing to his corres
pondent in this city, asking information as to 
the best reapers, and some other agricultural 
implement, says, " I  shall prefer those substan
tial, durable, and perfectly constructed, to any 
inferior article, withont regard to price. The 
great fault, I find, in making implements for 
farming purposes, is, that cheapness is con
sulted rather than quality. I think our coun
try will, in a few years, produce wheat and 
flour for export." 

It is a fact worthy of note, that a large dis
trict of country in Texas produces the finest 
wheat, and the same lands are surpassed by 
none in the United Stateli for the production of 
cotton. 

------�.� .. �-, .. -----
Prolectin" \Vronght-Iron Pipes. 

One of our constant readers-Jacob Hake, 
of Grand de Tour, Ill.-writes us that he is de
sirous of obtaining some wrought-iron pipe,
like gas pipe-for a deep well, if it can be 
prevented from rusting. He applied to va
rious persons for such pipe, but none were wil
ling to warrant them protection from oxyda
tion in water. 

. - .. 
PreservIng Green Vegetables. 

One of our exchanges says that green beans, 
green peas, and roasting-ears may be had every 
day in winter at a very trifling amount of 
trouble by being packed away in salt. The 
salt is removed by steeping in warm water. 
This plan can be easily tested. 

. ... . ..  
Patent CSle .. 

In this city on ths 23rd uIt., a motion by J. 
Stimpson for an injunction to restrain M. 
Brooks from using a maOOine to turn pianoforte 
legs, was denied by Judge Nelson. 

The Pope's Government at Rome has made 
an annual appropriation of $10,000 for the en 
couragement of tree planting in the Papal 
States. 
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Steam Boller Incl'Ulltal1oD8 and their Remedy 

One of the greatest evils experienced by 
those who use hard water for stellUl boilers, is 
the crust or stony scale that forms on the 
plates inside, and which, being a non-conductor 
obstructs the passage of heat from the fire to 
the water, thereby causing a great lOBS of fuel ; 
while, at the same time, it injures materially 
the metal, and is sometimes the cause of explo
sions. 

Not apprehending difficulties from this 
source, the first locomotives that were placed, 
last year by United States engineers on the 
Copiapo Railroad, in Chili, S. A., they supplied 
them with feed water from wells which in one 
week placed their engines hors du combat, by 
depositing a thick incrustation of carbonate of 
lime and magnesia, in the boilers. 

From some parts of Ohio, we have received 
communications respecting incrustations form
ing in boilers in the same short space of time ; 
and in our experience with feed water for a 
boiler drawn from a deep well in the limestone 
form�tion, a crust used to be formed so thick 
and hard, that it had to be removed regularly 
every two weeks with a pick The remedy in 
this case was the substitution of soft water. 

I 
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densing one, and the water in the condenser 

I was pumped out into the end of one pond-

I 
from which it slowly circulated-cooling 
in its progress-into the extreme end of the 
other, from whence it was taken to feed the 
boilers and condense the steam. The same 
water was used over and over again in the en
gine-the amount lost by evaporation and 
leaks being more than made up by rains. 

In this city, before the introduction of the 
Croton water, boiler incrustations, caused by 
using well water, were a source of continual 
trouble and expense to every one using steam 
engines. With the Croton water, no sca"le is 
formed, the only deposit in steam boilers is · 
mud, which can easily be removed by frequent 
" blowing out." 

Various substances have been used to pre
vent incrustations in boilers, such as mahogany 
sawdust, muriate of ammonia, tamlic acid 
compounds, oak wood blocks, &c., but the 
obj ection urged against all of these, is that 
they injure the metal. If soft water can be 
obtained, in any locality, hard water on no ac
count should be used ; but as many persons 
cannot obtain a sufficient supply of it, of course 
they must put up with what they have. To 
them, the best means of removing the incrust
illg matter from the water, before it enters the 
boiler, is the only information that would real
ly be useful. One of our correspondents has 
stated that by exhausting the steam into the 
feed water box, raising the water to a high 
heat, �hen suffering it to flow throug� wood 
shavingg in another box, before enterlDg the 
boiler, the water will be purified, and deposit 
no scale. This method we really believe to be 
good, and its merits have been confirmed by 
an engineer-A. B .  Von Rathen-who, in a 
recent communication to the London MechatnicB' 

Magazine, states that for ten years he has used 
heated feed water, during which time no fixed 
incrustation was ever formed in the boiler. 
The feed water he heated in tubes before enter
ing the boiler ; using for this purpose, the 
waste heat of the furnaces, where it enters the 
chimney. M. Causte-a French engineer-as
serts that hard water heated up to 318" Fah., 
will then deposit its earthy matter-carbonate 
of lime and magnesia, &c. ; and thus, by heat, 
he contends that all water for steam boilers, 
no matter how much earthy matter it may 
contain, can be purified and thus obviate the 
possibility of forming incrustations. He also 
contends that a saving of 50 per cent. offuel will 
b3 effected by heating the feed water ; but Von 
Rathen says that this is too much : still, he 
admits a gain of 25 per cent. On the 1 6th of 
January last, G. Weissenborn, of this city, ob
tained a patent for an apparatus to purify 
feed water, embracing heating the water 

I i and allowing it to flow through a substances 
b) on which it deposits all its encrustating mat-

(� £ . .  
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ter. We have been assured that the method is any other subj ects,-and to prepare drawings I The M,,:.on Te8f�onJal. . • 
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m ch to act as Esq., Acting-Commissioner of Patents. It will line matter from sea water. Here, then, is must say a we e very u . be '  to agents m' patent cases where we can see no be perceIved that. the amount gms aug-data of no small value to those who use non-
1 condensing engines and exhaust their steam novelty. It is like a lawyer trying to defend a ment very flatterl�g y. . 

Ii t h h k 11 th time to be gull We would agam remmd all readers of the into the atmosphere ; and also to those who use c en 
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t h:ve Marble Saws- SCIlIlNTIFIC A1dlIIRICAN who are about to renew cold feed water. The plan can be carried out ty. ., ere
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ore all' welik� � 
, their annual subscriptions, that they are at lib-at no expense at all, and it is worthy of the let them no e a e. . . 

The Vermont po'ze cannot fail to produce erty to enclose to our care, any contobu. tion. s attention of every one who uses a ItellUl engine. 
ak th f d Thi will --_ ........ _ .. .--.--- important benefits. It has already set many they may wish t� m e to e un . s . The Marble Sawing Inventlen. an individual to thiilking, who never knew be- be more conven:ent to many than the sending Those who have been accustomed to 
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=== dom lose an opportunity to put in a good word . th th There is nothing more elevating an e SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THlII " lIABON TESTIlIONIAL." of encouragement to inventors, for the purpose squeezing out of ideas, and the practical appli- . __ _ of stimulating them to increased perseverence 
cation of them to the wants of mankind. NAME. RESIDENCE. I AMOUNT in the pursuit of whatever useful obj ect may, .. , _ .. FORBUSH &: CR OMPTON • .  at the time, occupy their attention,--or to urge To All Whom It Mav Con('.em. JAS.  M. THOMPSON, . them forward upon entirely new voyages of In the course of business we · have been G. H. TALB OT. . 

$10 
2 
1 

d 5 GENTLEMEN. who requested their names not to be mental discovery. This we shall always o. compelled to adopt the inflexible rule of dis-
published, The beneficial results of this course, continued continuing to send the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN JAS. E MERSON. . 

as it has been for years past, now manifest as soon as a subscription expires. If we did J. F . MASCHER • .  . ti th t Previoualy received, themselves in the many noble Inven ons a not CA.1'1'V out such a regulation, and treat all 

,90 
2 
6 

'81 

d d that --" 
Total received to Aug. 22. 1855. . • have already been introduce , an are so our subscribers alike with respect to it, our af- . • , _  .. 

$191 

rapidly springing into existence,-inventions . fairs would soon run into a very confused and A Large Tailor Shop-American GenlDl Abroad that have done much to promote the material disagreeable state. We have before chronicled the sale to the prosperity of our people at home, and that have While making this plain statement, we would French gc>vernment, for the sum of $21 ,000 conferred high honor and glory upon the Ame- call the special attention of all our readers to cash, of the right to use Avery's Patent Amerrican name abroad. the fact tbat the present number of our paper ican Sewing Machine. A correspondent of the With this premise, we shall take occasion to 
is the last but O'/Ie of the volume, and that, con- New York Tribune states that there is a " large give a delicate hint of cautlon to inventors, . sequently, in one week from this . date, nearly Government establishment in Paris, under the upon the subj ect of Marble Saws. Since Mr. all of their SUQscriptions '\iill expire. After orders of the Minister of War, where about Manly's liberal offer of $10,000 for the best what we have said, we presume they will per- two thousand men and women are employed sawing machine, the inventive world appears ceive the necessity of renewing them without in making soldiers' clothes, tents, and outfits to have gone all agog on the subj ect. There delay. This will save us the trouble of cross- for the army, and about thirty of Avery's sewing 

seems to have suddenly arisen a very general ing off their names from our books, as well as machines have been put in operation recently opinion that there never was such an easy task prevent the risk, to them, of losing any of the by steam. 
set before a man, as to carry off this prize.- first numbers of the new volume. No one The director or superintendent of this large 
We have been overwhelmed with letters from should miss the reading of a single issue of the number of operatives and machines is a young all parts of the country, containing drawings SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, for in that copy, ten American woman-Miss Alice Ames. She 
and descriptions of devices .intended to accom- chances to one, will be fouud the very informa- possesses a peculiar mechanical genius, being plish the desired purpose, upon which our judg- tion he has for years been wanting. We have able to see through a sewing machine almost ment has been solicited-and cheerfully given. known this to be the case in more than one without looking. It is said that no one can Quite a large number of applications for pat- instance. operate an Avery machine equal to her. Even 
ents and caveats have been made through us, We have again to repeat the earnest request the inventor himself has to stand one side. and " the cry is still they come." If this rush made not long since to our-subscribers, for their She was employed here by the Avery Compacontinues much longer, we shall not only have special aid this year in extending the influence ny for a long time, and when they began to opto enlarge our own premises, but Congress will of our j ournal. Times are good, the harvests erate in France she was sent over there. She have to be petitioned to erect and set aside a are abundant, and future prospects flattering. is now in the service of his Imperial Majesty 
new Patent Office building, for the exclusive Those who have hitherto hesitated or neglect- Napoleon III. 
a ccommodation of Marble Saw Models. ed to supply their minds from the fountain of Under Miss Ames's able direction the sol-Now, we have no objections to make against . knowledge offered to them in the pages of the diers are capable of making twenty-five to inventors, turning their attention to the SOIENTIFIC Al4ERICAN, need not wait any longer. thirty pairs of pantaloons each per day-a suesubject, and to their entering, heart and soul, If each of our subscribers will take the cess which has induced the Minister to give a in large numbers, upon this novel race. But trouble to inquire around a little in his town or great extension to the operations of this use
we would correct the impression they seem so village, and show our paper, we p;resume he . ful invention. 
generally to have formed, as to the ease of the will find individuals who will not only be glad In connection with the sewing machines, the 
conquest. So far, they seem to fix upon the to subscribe, but will thank him for the favor French government has also purchased the 
first device whic.h comes into their minds, and done in calling their attention to the work. At right to use another very ingenious American 
without any deep study or examination, tum any rate those who take this trouble will put invention. We allude to Harraday's machine out a model, and enter the competing lists.- us under obligations to them. We therefore for cutting out clothing, illustrated on page 
We feel certain that these are in many cases trust that each of our old friends, in remitting 353, Vol. 9, SCI. AM. This invention is at 
the facts, because so large a proportion of the the money for his own subscription, will en- work in the slIUle shop. One machine is capa
devices submitted to us are alike. Of the many deavor to send with it at least O'/Ie new name. ble of cutting out 1000 pairs of pantaloons per 
plans we have seen, all, with very few excep- The increase of our circulation, in any locality diem. The French patents for both Avery's tions, contain the same general features. When by such means, even by a single copy, will be a and Harraday's machines were taken out 
the various applications for patents come up good deed on the part of whoever accomplishes through the SCIENTIFIO AlIERICAN Patent for official examination, at Washington, there the same, since the obj ect of the SCIENTIFIC Agency. 
will be a fine lot of interferences declared, and A1dlIIRICAN is to improve, to elevate, and to edu
a grand scrabble among inventors in proving cate the human mind. " Whoever makes two 
priority. blades of grass to grow where only one before 

.. · e  .. 

Our remarks are not intended to discourage sprang up, is a public benefactor." 
any one from endeavoring to bring forth the de- We suppose it is almost unnecessary to call the 
sired improvement ; but to make them think attention of the members of clubs, societies, in
harder and observe closer. All the more prim- stitutions of learning, and canvassers, to the 
itive ways of arranging the saws so as to cut splendid list of cash prizes which we offer this 
at an angle, with adjusting screws, guides and year as special inducements to their activity. 
frames ; also double and single cranks, and They will of course observe that in addition to 
walking beams for applying the power,-have the liberal discount offered them by our club 
been invented. We have examined an endless rates, they have also the opportunity of com
variety of them, and before these lines reach peting for those premiums. We trust they will 
the reader, many others will have passed under " spread themselves " this year, and see what 
our notice. If there is, by possibility, any new they can do. The season is propitious, and path into which inventors can strike out, they with a little effort they can procure a host of will do well to try and find it, for the field of 
devices already described, is, to our view, pret
ty generally covered. It will be some time 
yet, probably, before the " trump " turns up. 
There is ample time and room for the display 
of real ingenuity. 

In the meantime, as heretofore, we shall be 
happy to advise with inventors either person
ally or by letter, as to the novelty of their im
provements-whether upon Marble Saws or 

new names .. 
We hope readers will excuse us for so often 

troubling them with domestic matters. But 
like the parson, we feel compelled to repeat the 
same notice both afternoon and morning, in 
order that those who failed to hear on the first 
occasion will be duly apprised on the ne.J:t. 

.-----.. ..... � --
The Hon. Abbot Lawrence has left $50,000 

by his will to the Lawrence Scientific School. 

_ _  a 

SPLENDID CASH PRIZES ! 
The proprietors of the SOIlllNTIFIC AMERICAN 

will pay in cash the following splendid prizes 
for the fourteen largest list of subscribers sent 
in between the present time and the 1st of Jan- ' 
nary, 1856 ; to wit : 

For the largest Llot - 8 1 00 

For the 2d largest List - 7 1i  
For t h e  3d largest LI.t - 6 5  

For t h e  4 t h  lal'l!cst List 5 5  
For the 6 t h  largest. LiN 6 0  
For t he 6th larlre8t LIse 4 5  

For t he 7tb large.t LI.t 40 
For the 8th largest Un 35 
For the 9th largest Llot 30 

Eor the 1 0th laraell List 2 5  

For t h e  1 1 1  h largeot LIst 20 

For the 1 2th large.t LIst 1 5  

For the 1 31h laraeat List 1 0  

For the 14th lar�-eat List Ii 
Names can be sent in at different times, and 

from different Post Offices. The cash will be 
paid to the order or the successful competitor 
immediately after the 1st of January, 1856.
Southern, Western, and Canada money taken 
for subscriptions. Post-pay all letters, and di
rect to 

MUNN & CO., 128 Fulton st., New York. i(� 
o:rSee prospectus on the last page. .G .$ . 
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American Association for the Advancement of the ice was present in small pieces, and some-

Sclence.-No. 2. times eaten with a spoon. His experience was 
SEPARATION OF ALCOHOL FROM WATER BY that pieces of ice frequently adhered to the 

GRAVITATION.-VIEWS OF THE SCIENTIFIC spoon, and that, too, although the mixture was 
AMERICAN ESTABLISHED.-Prof. Henry detailed an alcoholic one. 
an experiment which was made at the Smith- Prof. Henry said that the fact presented by 
Bonian Institute, in consequence of the grant- Dr. Gould was also referred to him by the same 
ing of a patent for the separation of alcohol gentleman, who was also a friend of his. He 
from whiskey, by placing a considerable quan- repeated the experiment. To produce a per
tity in a vertical tube. The patentee stated feet experiment it was necessary that all the 
that by the use of a tube 100 feet in hight, he conditions should be observed. He must there
had separated 100 gallons of alcohol in 12 fore give them :-sugar and wine and water 
hours. The experiment was made in one of were mingled with ice, but instead of depend
the towers of the Smithsonian, with a gas pipe ing upon the taste he immersed a thermometer, 

I 
260 feet long, into which stop-cocks were in- and observed a reduction. With strong alco. serted at various lengths. A most careful ex- hoI he obtained a still greater reduction, show
amination of the whiskey at the varions hights ing that alcohol has so great an affinity for 
was made at the end of a few hours, and also water that it melts the ice-that this is a freez
at the expiration of some months, but no more ing mixture. 
variation could be discovered than in different Prof. Agassiz explained the different kinds 
samples of the same whiskey not subjected to of ice. First was that produced by the freez-
the process. The patentee had, however, ob- ing of the surface of the water and successive 

, tained his patent and Bold several rights at a layers of water beneath it, a laminated schis. 
high price. A paper was read at the last tose mass. Into this, bubbles from the bottom 
meeting of the Association announcing this of the pond were frequently frozen, and when 
discovery. The gist of his remarks was that it was subjected to the action of the sun the 
the Patent Office, the As�ociation, and the bubbles became heated, melted the ice around 
country had been sublimely humbugged. them, and rendered it of no marketable value. 

The patent referred to was that granted to It would therefore be worth while for ice gath
B. F. Greenough, Dec. 20, 1853, and the pa- erers to cover their ponds with cloths, or some
per read at the last meeting of the Association thing which would prevent these bubbles from 
at Washington was by Dr. Gale, the substance rising. Glacier ice was formed like pudding 

I of which was published on page 278, SCIEN- stone ; compact masses being cemented togeth
TIFIC AMERICAN ; and at the end of which we er so that when you exposed a large lump of 
stated that our opinions differed from those of glacier ice to the heat of the sun it would its author, and that we would take occasion, 
at some future time to review the matter. We 

crumble to pieces. It was like the decomposi
tion of conglomerate ; we had ice-sand. Ice

did so, on page 325, in an article of some bergs could be determined to be derived from length, showing that alcohol could not be sep- glaciers and not to be the frozen surface of the arated from water-removing the alcohol from ocean by their conglomerate composition.the water of whiskey-by placing it in a long Pebble$ in glaciers becoming heated, melted tube i-this was on June 24, 1854. And now the ice beneath them, and quarried their way what do we hear, but our views confirmed in down to where the heat of the sun could not every particular by experiments made since 

that softer substances, in which the outer atoms 
had freedom of motion, while the inner ones, 
by the pressure of those exterior, were more 
confined, broke unequally, the inner fibres, if 
he might so call the rows of atoms, gave way 
first and entirely separated, while the exterior 
fibers showed but little indications of a change 
of that kind. If It cylindrical rod of lead, 
three-fourths of an inch in diameter, were 
turned down a lathe in one part to about half 
an inch, and then gradually broken by a force 
exerted in the direction of its length, it would 
exhibit a cylindrical hollow along its axis of 
half an inch in length, and at least a tenth of 
an inch in diameter. With substances of greater 
rigidity this effect was less apparent. It ex
isted, however, even in iron, and the interior 
fibers of a rod of this metal might be entirely 
separated, while the outer surface presented no 
appearance of change. From this it would 
appear that metals should never be elongated 
by mere stretching, but in all cases by the pro
cess of wire drawing or rolling. A wire or 
bar must always be weakened by a force which 
permanently increases its length without at the 
same time compressing it. Another effect of 
the lateral motion ofthe atoms of a soft heavy 
body when acted upon by a percussive force 
with a hammer of small dimensions, in com
parison with the mass of metal, was, that the 
interior portion of the mass acted as an anvil 
upon which the exterior portion was expanded 
so as to make it separate from the middle por
tions. Prof. Henry exhibited a portion of bar 
originally four feet long, which had been ham
mered in that way so as to produce a perfora
tion through the whole length of its axis, ren
dering it a tube. This fact appeared to him to 
be of great · importance in a practical point of 
view, as it might be connected with many of 
the lamentable accidents which had occurred 
in the breaking of the axles of locomotive en
gines. These ought in all cases to be formed 
by rolling, and not with the hammer. 

. . .... . ..  ! then, to test the question fully, and by one reach them. The pot holes formed in this way 
were soon covered with a thin film of ice, but who stands at the very head of practical sci- it was only during the protracted cold of win- Camphor. ence in our country. If the Patent Office, the 

Association for Advancing Science, and the 
ter that they were frozen through. This substance is the produce of the Laurus 

Prof. Brocklesby could not see the analogy a L or c mphor laurel of Japan and ChI' country have been deluded respecting this al- c mpfwra a , -
between an ice cave and a well ', he did not Th t d wood of th tree are leged discovery, it was not for want of warn- na. e roo s an e 

ing from us. think the phenomenon had been explained. chopped up, and boiled with water in an iron 

FROZEN WELLs-Prof. J. Brocklesby read a BUILDING MATERIALS-Prof. Joseph Henry vessel, to which an earthern head containing 

paper on certain frozen wells in Owego, Tioga read a very useful and interesting paper on this straw is adapted ; and the camphor sublimes 

Co., N. Y. These are two in number, and subject. He was orie of the Commissioners and condenses upon the straw. In China, the 

freeze in the latter part of winter, and remain appointed by the Government to examine and chopped branches are boiled in water till the 

frozen till July, while in September the water test the qualities of marble offered for the Cap- camphor begins to adhere to the stirrer ; the 

; - is represented to be too warm to drink. Mr. itol extension at Washington. He gave a de- liquor is then strained, and the camphor con

Macomber visited one of them in February : it tailed account of those experiments. The com- cretes on standing ; it is afterwards mixed with 

has since fallen in. He found it 6 feet down mittee subjected specimens to actual freezing, a finely powdered earth, and sublimed from 

I to the water, which was frozen over so hard and after several experiments a good method one metallic vessel into another. Two kinds 

. that they tried in vain to break the ice with a was obtained. It was found that in ten thous- of unrefined or crude camphor are known in 

lead at the end of a line. The wall was cov- and years one inch would be worn from the commerce, Dutch or Japan camphor, and China 

ered with ice for some distance up. There blocks by the action of frost. Blocks of 1 1-2 camphor. It is chiefly produced in the island 

I seemed to be a current of air blowing laterally inch cube were subjected to pressure, and thin of Formosa, and conveyed in junks to Canton, 

I in the well, and a candle was extinguished be- plates of lead were introduced to equalize any whence the foreigu markets are supplied. 

fore reaching the ice. The well was dry in inequalities which might occur in the surfaces. Crude camphor very much resembles moist 
the summer time, and at that time the ground But upon experiment it was found that while sugar before it is cleaned. It is refined, and 
was said to be so cold as to render it impossi- one of these cubes would sustain 60,000 lbs. converted into the beautiful well-known arti
ble to work long in it without being warmly without the lead plates, it would sustain only cle sold in the shops, by sublimation. This 

clothed. A chain pump was put in one of 30,000 with them. They had therefore to in- process is carried on in spheroidal vessels 
them, but was soon removed as the ice ren- vent a machine to cut the sides of the block called bfYlYlboloes. They are made of thin flint 
dered it useless. perfectly parallel, when it was found that the glass, and weigh about 1 lb. each, and measure 

Prof. G uyot alluded to the ice caves in the marble which was chosen for the Capitol, from about 1 2 inches across. Each vessel has a short 
Jurassic formation in many parts of Europe. a quarry in Lee, Massachusetts, would sustain neck. When filled with crude camphor, they 
He instanced one of these caves about sixty about 25,000 Ibs. to the square inch. The man- are imbedded in a sand bath, and heated to a 
feet deep, whose bottom was always covered ner of its breaking was peculiar. With the temperature of from 250 deg. to 280 deg., 
with ice several feet in thickness, while stalac- lead plates interposed, the sides which were which is afterwards raised to between 300 deg. 
tites of ice depended from the roof. The whole free, first gave way, leaving the pressure on two and 400 deg. About 2 per cent. of quick-lime 

I was a small glacier. The stalactites were cones, whose bases joined the plates, and whose and 2 parts bone-black, in fine powder,are add
formed by water percolating through the cov- apexes met each other, and that they then yield- ed to the melted camphor, and the heat raised, 

ering of the cave ; these were situated 3,000 ed with comparative ease. so as to boil the liquid. The vapor condenses 
feet above the level of the sea. Further experiments were made, perhaps in the upper part of the vessel. As the subli-

Prof. Wm. B. Rodgers had to state similar twenty, in order to arrive at definite conclu- mation proceeds, the hight of the sand around 
occurrences in a range of mountains composed sions. The result arrived at was, that the cube the vessel is diminished. The process is com
of a porous sand rock in Southern Virginia. upon solid compression between steel plates of pleted in about 40 hours. This operation re
But he could not see that any accumulation of resisting surfaces, sustained fully twice the quires considerable attention and experience. 
snow at the bottom of a well should generate pressure that it was able to endure when com- Dr. Ure says :-" If the temperature be raised 
ice about its sides. pressed by lead, which possesses a comparative- too slowly, the neck of the bottle might be 

Prof. Olmstead supposed that there was a ly unresisting tendency. filled with camphor before the heat had ac-
current of air circulating through the earth LOCOMOTIVE AXLEs-According to the views quired the proper subliming pitch ; and if too 
near its surface. In winter it would be below he had presented, the difference in tenacity of quickly, the whole contents might be exploded. 
the freezing point, and in the summer it would steel and lead did not consist in the attractive If the operation be carried on languidly, and 
not melt the ice, as the evaporation would pro- cohesion of the atoms, but in their capability the heat of the upper part of the bottle bc some
duce a cooling effect. of slipping upon each other. From this view what under the melting point of camphor, that 

liquid camphor at the bottom upon the cake 
formed above, which soil it, and render its re
sublimation necessary." 

The vessels being removed from the sand 
bath, the month is closed with tow, and in this 
hot state water is sprinkled over them and they 
crack. When quite cold, the cake of camphor, 
weighing about eleven pounds, is removed, and 
trimmed, by paring and scraping into the form 
of large hemispherical cakes, perforated in the 
middle. In this process the lime retains the 
impurities and a portion of the camphor ; the 
latter is recovered by heating the mixture in 
an iron pot, with a head to it, and the product 
is refined by a second sublimation. 

The factory where camphor is refined has its 
temperature maintained at about 150 deg., and 
the atmosphere is generally charged with cam
phor vapor. The sand baths are therefore 
heated in baths of fusible metal, kept at a prop
er temperature from a furnace outside. Each 
bambolo or flask is covered with a glass shade 
to prevent the escape of as much vapor as pos
sible, and also to exclude the air, which would 
render the camphor opaque. There is also an 
essential oil contained in crude camphor which 
is driven off before sublimation. 

Camphor is a hydrocarbon (C.10, H.8, 0.) 
and as sold by druggists, is a white and semI
transparent solid, of a crystalline fracture, a 
peculiarly fragrant odor, and a warm, pungent, 
and somewhat bitterish taste, accompanied by 
a sense of coldness on the tongue. It is soft 
and tough, but can be readily pulverized if 
moistened with a few drops of spirits of wine. 
It evaporates in the air at ordinary tempera
tures, and gradually sublimes in close vessels, 
and attches itself to the surfaces most exposed 
to the light. If a vessel exhausted of air, and 
containing a piece of camphor, be exposed to 
the direct rays of the Bun, these crystals will 
be formed speedily. When small pieces of per
fectly clean camphor are allowed to fall upon 
the surface of pure water, they rotate and move 
about with great rapidity, sometin:.es for sever
al hours together ; but if, while the camphor is 
rotating, the surface of the wlI.ter be touched 
with a greasy substance (a glass rod dipped in 
turpentine answers best,) all the floating parti
cles quickly dart back, and are instantly de
prived of all motion. The motions of the cam
phor are accelerated by placing the glass in 
vacuo. Camphor fuses at 347 deg., and boils 
at 400 deg., when it may be distilled without 
decomposition. The density of camphor V.l
por is 5'27. Camphor is sparingly soluble in 
water, 1 part of camphor requiring about 1,000 
parts of water for solution. This aqueous so
lution is named camphor julep. It is very sol
uble in alcohol, ether, acetic acid, sulphuret of 
caabon, and some other substances. 100 parts 
of spirits of wine (specific gravity 0'806) dis
solve 120 of camphor, forming the camphorated 
spirit of the Pharmacopreia. On adding water 
to this, nearly all the camphor is thrown down 
in .. minutely divided state. Considerable nse 
is made of camphor in medicine, both as an in
ternal and an external remedy. 

.. .  ,... . ..  
Lima Beans and SunOowerJ. 

MESSRS. EDITORs-Every body who reads 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN (and who does not 1) 
understands very well that what you don't know 
is not worth looking after. In fact, your paper 
is with us a kind of scientific Bible, a perfect 
rule of action in all cases, one in which we can 
confide with the full assurance that we shall 
never be led astray. But the story in No. 48 
of the Lima beans and the sunflowers rather 
puzzles us " Down Easters," and we respect
fully ask you to explain. What we want to 
know is, whether in case the bean had grown 
the fastest, the sunflower would not have been 
the victim, and been pulled up, or whether this 
method of poling beans belongs to that class 
of rules that works both ways 1 Don't think 
for a moment that we doubt the story-no, in
deed I But do tell ns how it is done, 80 that 
if we try the experiment, we can so manage 
the process that the bean and the sunflower 
shall harmouize, and we secure a crop of both. 

J. R. M., AND OTHERS. 
Bangor, Me., Aug. 11,  1855. 

Dr. Gould alluded to the ordinary method of it followed that the form of the material ought is to say, a little under 350 deg., the condensed [We recommend our friends to sit on the 
freezing ice together by mere juxtaposition. It to have some effect upon its tenacity, and also camphor would be snowy, and not sufficiently sunflower by turns, during its growth. This 

I ,:as his fortune to have a friend who was par- that the strength of the article depended in compact and transparent to be saleable. Oc- will crowd down or check the too rapid eleva
tlJ tlCularly fond on warm days of refreshing him- some degree upon the procl;ss to which it had casioually, sudden alternations of temperature tion of its stalk, and undoubtedly enable them � with

. 

a very highly iced beverage, in which been subjected. He had, for instance, found cause little j ets to be thrown up out of the to harvest both crops with success.-Eds. ,�� 
":.--iii-III-"_i!ii-"--III-i!i�"-·"-"' __ iiii!i:_� .. !"'._"_ii!-_���_.III:III�ioJ,,1II •. j:Si!'�i!�III:_III· : .. ����_ ... -111 . . ....... _ -. io!1iP ___ o!'ii��". III . . . III .. III .. ..• _� .. . "_ .�.""""""'�"'���""��"""" __ ""'"""�"''"''''''''!'''"!"'�"' . .  !",. _�.-... �._ .. "" . .  � ..  � .• "'--'I' .... ..... -._ ... _-._t!5/?;;.J. 
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TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
M, B.t of S. C .-We do Dot know of any such instru-

ments as you propose. There are dams which will stop 
the water completely. and which will withstand the 
strongest freshets Doubtless some that are patented will 
do 50. Making the face of the dam an inclined plane will 
provide for the passage of fish up stream so long as a small 
quantity of water runs over ; but this plan, we believe 
was never patented. 

J .R .• ofMe.-We think it likely there would be some few 
advantages in having our work published with pages of 
the size of ordinary books j but only a few of our read� 
ers. comparatively, would like such a plan ; its present 
size and form give general satisfaction. Shall be happy 
to engrave your machine. 
J. W. B .• of Va.-Monuments of all kinds. for grave� 

yards. made of cast iron. are well known ; your plan. 
therefore. is not patentable i they can be made highly or
namental. 

C. C. A . . of N. Y.-Your wall fence would probably 
answer a good purpose ; but it is not patentable ; neither 
is your propeller,-the latter you will find illustrated in 
Vol. 5 (1849) SOl . AM. 1'he effe ct cannot be greater than 
thd cause : Ie-action is less powerful than the action.
Look over some book on Natural Philosophy for causes. 

T. B., of Ala,-We cannot furnish all the back volumes 
of the SCI. AM. 'l'hey are not to be had. It is a matter 
of doubt which is the best harvester or mower ; nearly 
all those put in market this year have proved good ; some 
persons give McCormick's reaper-price about $160,-and 
Ketchum's and Allen's mowers-price $100 to $i130-the 
preference. These machines require 2 to 3 horses. and 
two men, and cut 1 acre per hour. 

J. M., of N. J., say� : .. I can construct a stove that will 
make its own fire at any desired time in the morning ;_ 

would that be considered an invention 1" In reply to the 
foregoing we would state that mere ideas are not patenta
ble . If you have a new mechanical device for accomp
lishing the purpose you name, probably it could be pat� 
ented. Send a model or sketch and we will examine it. 

C. P .• of N. Y.-We will try and give you some infor· 
mation about extracting silver from its ores at some future 
t ime . $1 received. 

C. S., of Mass.-We cannot furnish you with the book 
named. on constructing machines j write to A. Hart, Phil
adelphia. 

G. W. T . •  ofN. J.-You can blue your fiannels with lhe 
sulphate of indigo-chemic-which is made by dissolving 
ground indigo in good vitriol : 1 pound of indigo to 6 1bs. 
of vitriol. The back numbers of this volume SOl. AM. 
will give you good receipts on dyeing. 

D. B . •  of N J .-The apparatus now used on printing 
presses for " fiying," or. in other words, taking the sheets 
as they issue from the machine, is not patented, we be
lieve, and therefore you can use the same. 

O. B . .8., of N. Y.-You cannot patent the mere idea of 
driving a straw cutter by means of belt and treddle ; the 
other portions of your machine you do not sufficiently de. 
scrIbe to enable us to determine as to patentability. 

J. J, J . •  of Mass.-A machine tor folding cloth after it 
comes from the loom. has been made . Read carefuDy 
Mr. Manly's offer. and our remarks, and you will under. 
stand what he wants. �he sheet of paper on a printing 
press must go between the type and the cylinder which 
gives the impression. When the population of the earth 
increases to such an extent as to have exhausted all kinds 
ofJuel, it is probable that a company will be formed to run 
a shaft to the North pole and connect it by means of a 
pinion, to the earth. In this way a perpetual motion will 
be transmitted to all parts of the country. and your as� 
pirations will be realized. 

D. B. T . •  of O.-¥our �eed sower is not new. neither is 
your plan of sealing cans. $2 received. 

E . J. V •• of Yt.-Price ol covers 50 cents. Send your 
numbers to thi8 office. and we could have them bound 
complete for 75 cents. 

J. M. T., of Pa.-1:here is nothing new in your mode of 
sealing cans. 

Money received at the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Office on 
account of Patent Office business for the week ending 
Salurday. Aug. 25. 1855 ,_ 

G. W. II .• of CI .•  $55 ; J. T .. of Pa,. $25 ; T . G .. ofR. I.. 
$25 ; A. L. B . .  of Me , . $22 , H. B. S .• of Miss . •  $30 ; J. P . •  
of N. C .. $50 ; A. F .. of Mass,. $30 ; H. F .  P . . of N. Y . •  

$60 ; S . T. P  . •  of N. J . •  $35 ; L. S .• of N. Y .• $10 ; C . W. 
B .• of 0 .• $20 ; A. K. C .• of CI .. $30 ; H. S .. of Mich . •  $40 ; 
J. W . •  of CI .• $30 ; H. L . •  of Mass . •  $S2 ; T. C .. of N. Y. 
$30 ; D. E . T .. of N. H .• $30 ; D . H. W . •  of M .. ",. $lO ; D .  
G .• of Pa .. $30 ; S .  G .• Jr . •  of N. Y . . $30 ; V. S . •  of N. Y . •  
$50 ; B . ,& F . •  of N. Y . . $12 ; I . C .  C . .  of Mich .• $25 ; P. 
& W .. of N. Y .. $10 ; M. & A  .. of N. Y . •  $30 ; H. W . •  of 
Mas, .. $100 ; T . G .• of N. Y . •  $30 ;  R. S . P .. of N. Y . •  $30; 
J. B .• of Ill . •  $�, ; Z. G. B .• of Ill. . $30 ; R. & T . •  of N. Y. 
$350 ;  A. H . •  of N. Y . •  $100 , S. B . •  of Pa,. $5 ; A. L. F .. 
of Ct .. $35 ; W, B. K.. of N. H .• $30 ; C .  B .. of 0 .. $110 ; 
J. P. A .• of Ct .. $30 ; A. C . K .• of N. Y . •  $27 ; R. R .. of 
N. Y .• $65 ; J. C .  H . .  of N. J . •  $25 ; R. G. P .• of N. J .. 
$25 ; A. F. A .• of CI .. $25 ; G. W. Il .• ofN. Y .. $25 , J. Il .• 

of N. Y . •  $87. 
Specifications and drawings belonging to parties with 

the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent 
Office during the week ending tjaturday. Aug. 25 :-

J. V. H, . of N. J. ; R. G. P .• of N .  J . ;  A. F. A .. orCI. ; 
G. W. G .. of Ma.". ; G. W. Il .. of N . Y. ; T. G .. of R. I" 
J. T .• of Pa. ; G. W. H . •  of CI. ;  Il. & �' .• of N. Y. ; le . Il . •  
of Ill. ; G. G. T .• of N. Y. ; I. C . C . •  of Mich . ; J. Il .  W . •  
of N. Y. (2 c",es) ; A. P .  & R  .. of N. Y. (2 cases) ; W. & 
M .. of N. Y. ; A. C , K . •  of N, Y. ; J, B .• of lU, ; C , Il .• of 
O. (� cases) ; II. N .• of Me. 

. _--_.-............. --.. _---.. ---
Imp8rtant Item •• 

BACK NUMBERS AND VOLUMEs-We have the following 
numbers and volumes of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
which we can supply at the annexed prices :-Of Vol. 
ume 0. 40 numbers. bound. $1.75. Of Volume 6. all.
price in sheets, $2 j bound, $2,75. Of Volume 8. none 
complete, but about 30 numbers in sheets. which will be 
sold al 50 cents per sel. Of Volume 9. bound. $2.75. Of 
Volume 10. all except Nos. l7. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 40. 
41, and at tho subscription price. Complete Volumes 
will be ready for delivery in about two weeks. Price 
$2,75 boun� ; $2 in sheets. 

MISSING NUMBERS-Subscribers who have failed to re-
ceive some of the numbers during the year. can have 
such as we have supplied by stating what numbers are 
missing at the time of remitting for the new volume. 

PATENT CJ�AIMS-Persons desiring the claim of any in 
vention which has been patented within fourteen years. 
can obtain a copy by addressing a letter to this office, 
stating the name of the patentee, and enclosing $1 for 
fees for copying. 

RECEIPTs-When money is paid at the office for subscrip
tion, a receipt for it will always be given ; but when sub
scribers remit their money by mail, they may consider 
the arrival of the first paper a bona fide acknowledg
ment of the receipt of their funds. 

GIVE INTELLIGIBLE DIRECTIONs-We often receive let 
ters with money enclosed. requesting the paper sent for 
the amount of the enclosure but no name of State given, 
and often with the name of the post office also omitted. 
Persons should be careful to write their names plainly 
when they address publishers. and to name the post of
fice at which they wish to receive their paper. and the 
State in which the post office is 19cated. 

BINDING-We would suggest to those who desire to have 
their volumes bound. that they had better send their 
numbers to this office. and have them executed in a uni-
form style with their previous volumes. Price of bind
ing 75 cents. 

INFALLIBLE RULE-It is an established rule C'f this office 
to stop sending the paper when the time for which iswas 
prepaid has expired. and the publishers will not deviate 
from that standing rule in any instance. 

FOREIGN SUJlSCRlIJERS-OUr Canada and Nova Scotia 
patrons are solicited to compete with our citizent! for 
the valuable prizes offered on the next volume. [It is 
important that all who reside out of the States should 
remember to send 25 cents additional to the published 
rates for eac.h yearly subscriber-that amount we are 
obliged to pre�pay on postage.] 

C. K. N .• of N. Y.-You will find an engraving of a 
wind-mill ship on page 113. Vo1. 3. SCI . .AM. We never 
heard that it went ahead far. against the wind. although 
that was its object. You will perceive that it b i'urni.:ihed 
with paddle wheels driven by the wind-mill. 1'his is an 
application of cold air to wheel propulsion, and is just 
�bout as valuable as the use of hot for the same purpose. �-....,;oo����� ......... � ........ ��������!" 

W. S. T .. of Wis._Ii'orcing air through water to purity 
it of dust and cinders. on railroad cars, by means ofmech. 
an�m connected with the wheel axlei!, is an old idea. No 
charge for the question. $2 placed to your credit on sub. 
tlcription. 

J, R., ofO .  E .-Use Smee's or Daniell's battery for elec
tro-plating ; you will find it ,ery difficult to deposit brass' -we never have been able to make it work .satisfactor
ily. 

Terms of Advertislni. 
, lines. for each insertion. 
S . . 
12 .. 
lG .. 

$1 
$2 
$3 
$4 

Advertbements exceeding 16 lines eannot be admitted. 
neither can engravings be inserted in the adverthing col-
umns at any price. 

[t7=' All advertisements must be paid for before insert-
ing. 

----------��================= A. W. B., of N. C .-We do not know of any premium 
offered for welding copper ; it will be an invention of 
,ome imporlance if you discover the way 10 do it. IMPORTANT TO INVENT· 

.A .  L. D . . of 1[a,�s.-lf you get Brewster's Optics, or Dr. ORS. Dick's work8, they will give you full explanations for TilE UNnER8IG�hU having had TEN years' 
making cameras. practical experience in soliciting PArr ENTS in this 

H . ll. D .• of Ot.-Yours will meet with attention in some ti���:��e���r �h�i;
r
�:iv���s
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Je!��Yt���: future number. Accept our thanks. cure Patent.� at home or abroad. 

j. n., of Va.-Address W. n. Douglas & Co . •  Middle- Over three tholt8and Le tters Patent have been issued. 
town. Ct .• for Hydraulic Ram ;  and J. Hall & Co. , J ersey :����g����::n��;�r�:;k·��

e
�f '�h ���� p�:�r� is��d�a�h City. N. J., for cement pipe. Cannot inform you as to week, are on cases which are prepared at our Agency. 

gas pipe�. an1
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��;s1��tlJe���1g;;:��: H. F. T" of N. Y.-An apparatus for raising or lower- which renders us able to prepare applications on the 

iug the shaft on steamboats, :;0 as to adjust the dip of the ��dri':�Hiti�\ic�hi��ef
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' �!o�;tr:bl�Ct� wheels at pleasure. would be of some value. provided it give the most corred counsels to inventors in regard to worked well & did not interfere with the operation of the the patentability of inventions placed before us 10r ex-
engine. "re do not remember any practical plan for al- alpi�i���:�onsultations respecting tlte patentability of intering the dip of each wheel independently. $1 received ventions are held free of charge, with inYentor," , at our 

L . A ., of N. Y.-lJ.'he reason why you notice that so office. from 9 A. M  . •  until 4 1') . M. Parties residing at a 
many correspondents are informed that their devicei are ��t�)�� �:J:f]l�m:�;!�.teit�f .ft���di�l
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� !Sl l ot novel. is becau�e 'We more frequently publi'ih the the steps neces�ary to secure a patent can be arranged by 

egative replies than the affirmative,. When their inven. i!���{ �h�fdb�h fi��tf!':�r�:d.
sc�Ei�h\�� 

t
!ill i�����I;; t!on,'\ are new and patentable we write them by mail, giv- and give an opinion 8l'l to patent.ability. without charge. 

ing details as to further procedure. Models and fees can be sent with safety from any,Part of 
�"OREIGN PATEN'.rs-By the last steamer we received :�r�

o�c��!�i�k thX���y o�he;
h
!it:�i��� ��:tr;�r

k is 
the following foreign patents, whieh we would thank the Circulars of informa.tion will be sent free of postage to 
own ers to order away :-Miller's Machine for making any one wishing to Jearn the preliminary steps towards 

WELCH & GRIFFITHS' SAWS-PATENT 
Ground.-Having purchased from Mr. Wm. South-fu�I� �i�ha!ee

n���:�;�� rl!d!l��i!c���. 
a:n'!t o!�e!r�

aih� 
sole proprietors of this patent. We will reward any per
son giving information of infringements on the same. 'l'his 
is[the only machine ever invented that will grind a saw 
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ber, and keep an edge longer than another saws made. and 
are not liable to become untrue. All our Saws are made 
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saws. We respectfully inform all manufacturers of lum· 
ber. that no saw will be sent from this establishment but 
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use . Orders received at our Warehouse, 62 Congress st . •  
Boslon. WELVH & GRU'FITHS. 51 6" 

BRICK MACHINE, ISTEAM ENGINE, &c . •  for 
Sale-One of.F .  H. Smith's recently improved 'p.at

ent Brick Machines and Pulverizer, capable of making 
20.000 bricks pl'r day. Also one six horse power Steam 
J�ngine. �pright Tubular Boiler. and gearing complete, 
made by Pool & Hunt.-all new and in perfect order. hav-
��
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ent owner being about to relinquish the business, would 
also sell or lease the yard. with a good supply of clay and 
sand. kilns. sheds. and all the r�quisite tools. Address 
J AME S C. ADAMS. Baltimore • .Md. 51 S" 

TilE NEW BRICK MACHINE has received im· 
portant improvements this year . '1'he speed is in· 

creased to 2.000 per hour-not a brick lost from any diffi� 
culty in the slipping-the pulverizer, of the simplest con
struction, takes the clay as fast as three men can shovel 
in. at the same time freeing it of stone. The whole is driv
en by a small portable engine. which cost but $625. A vis
it to my yard on Locust Point will satisfy any one that it 
is the cheapest and most efficient mode of making bricks . 
Price of the machine and pulverizer. $450-a smaller one 
worked by a horse. which makes 1,000 per hour. $�50. }I'or 
further particulars in a pamphlet giving full instructions 
on brick burning address .FRANOIS H. SMiTH. 

I·,\< Baltimore. 

NOTJCE.-J.UMBER DEAUillS, FARMERS, 
and olhers.-A. L. ARVHAMBAUL�" S Portable 

tHe am }�ngines, for driving portable, circular. and up
and-down Saw Mills, 'rhrashing Machines. &c. Also for 
loading and discharging cargoes. pile driving, raising ma
terials for Bridge!'!. Buildings, &c. �ngines, always on 
�i�h�!��:���i��
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tory 15th street, above Willow. Philadelphia. P . 03 .  r:l'hese 
Engines have been in use since 1849, and have given gen-
eral satistaction. 51 4* 

RARE CHANCE FOR AN INVESTMENT-For 
sixty dollars I will assign my interest in the invention 

ofthe Udometer. illustrated in the Scientific American of 
3uly 21, 1855. fbr which I have taken measures to secme 
a patent for any two states in the Union, Massachusetts 
�Jdie

t
s�'\;' .}��� �1fJiRN:sI�:;rc�

e&��!�rence. of cOl�e. 

JUST PUBLISHED..:.....Concise information relative 
to Patent'! and Patent Law, designed for the use ofin. 

ventors and others. Mailed on r:eceipt of two three-cent 
slamp' by JOHN PRIN. C. E .. ltochester. N. Y. I" 

A RECEIPT WILL DE SOLD for manufacluring 
an article to stop its importation from l!1ngland. Ad-

dress J.  W., box 1952, Philallelphia Post Office . 1* 

lWIrECHANU::S ATTENI)-�'he Mechanics and in. 
ll. ventors of Louisville and vicinity are informed that 
subscriptions to the Scientific American are received at 
the Hall of the Kentucky Mechanics Institute. Louis· 
ville. M. M. GHEEN. Sec'y. 

To �nu.ERS.-§MUT AND GRAIN SBPARA· 
tors.-Patented Oct. U. 1854. Warra!lted lIupel"ior 

to any machine fbr the same purpose in the United States, 
embracing an entire new feature not before used in any 
t;mut Mac.hine . Mahines sold on trial and fully guaran· 
teed (references expected.) Orders solicited ; manufac
tured and for sale by the Inventor. at U hrichsville. 'I'us-
carora, Vo . •  Ohio. JOHN D. BEDWELL. 51 S" 

IMPOH'l'ANT TO QUARRYl\fE:V, Slone Culters. 
Contractors, and Builder.s-Porrer's Patent Spring 

lJammer Stone Dressing Machine. The Porter .titone 
DreJsing Machine Co .• having purchased the patent fbr 
the above invention, are now prepared to sell rights to use 
the same, and to furni.sh Machines, and erect them at any 
place within the United S tates. 'l'his machine may be 
seen in :practical operation at the works of the Company. 
in the CIty of New York. on 14th street. between 9th and 
10th avenues. where parties interested in the business of 
:all�� :!fi�fy �h:m��iv���!
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kind of stone. and will perform the labor of from twenty. 
five or fifty men at a total expense of from $8 to $12 per 
day. It produces a iinely fiuished surface, leaves a per· 
fect arris. and cuts molding8 with rapidity and beauty. lt� 
operation is precisely that of the mallet and ehbel in the 
hand:; ofihe workman. It combines great powe r with the 
nicest delicacy, and has received the uniform and decided 
approval of practical men. In addition to its regular 
work. it will be tried on any stone, and bubjected to any 
���\;;;:�1����i�h�h:KI��11�����s���\1;', a �fr��1�� ;i�h 
en!;'l'avin�s and a full description will be sent on applica-
��oWag�:�N��hYO;k.

rter ti�l.lB?CA�W:LL�¥1�e��·' 
47 Seow 

JA'I1RS F. ,"'l'ARHETT &; "ON, Pallern and 
Model Makers, No. 352 ,"Vest 27th street, near 11th 

A venue. � ew Y" ork. Machine Patterns and Inventorl'i . 
Models of every de:Jcril)tioll made to order with dhpatch. 

45 5eow" 

�T \TION,\RY "TEAM ENGINE., FOR SALE� H()rizontal l�ngines with iron bed fl'ame�, and J ud
son's .Patent V alve.�, g00d, stron,�. sub:ltanllal, plain finish· 
edt that will do goud serlTice. say from 4: hor�e power. $215, 
��n�l�O
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sE�;li�d �i�e3� ·ne�d�I.S' !d��:�; and fixtures 

28e3wlf S ,  C. HILLS. 12 Platt st .. New York. 

VERflNES' ELECTRO-CHEMIeAL DATUS,-
200 5th Avenue. Pl'ofes!mr Vergues disco'i'ered. Home 

three years ago, a method for extracting metallic sub
stances from the human 8y:�tem, l-iuch as mercury, lead. 
&ilver, ar:;enic . •  etc . •  by means of electro·chemical baths ; 
j)"Y�;���i� 
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in all cases accomplbhed what it claims. Not being able 
to attend to the numerous calls he ha.'i daily from tlie af-
1lic ted, Prof. Vergnes has made an arrangement with Dr. 
Hinldnson. who will hereafter be in attendance, for the 
�U:Ji�:;S �:l:k�:

in
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a.nd certificates �iYen to all competent persons who de�ire 
to establish similar baths. 4.7 4eow* 

Hir ges : Reed's Oscillating Engine ; Loughridge's Car mi!�JdmO��\h:i�3�antage5 which the long experience 
Brake ; lIoagland's 'l'reenail Machine ; Wallis' Paddle and great success of our firm in obtaining patent:;; present ST-"FFORD'� IIAJ ... F IIUi\'1lRED RF.C��IPT�-
Wheel ; Watrous' Machine for making Washers, etc. ����d�h;'��gilh��r
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POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE. of the Stale of Penn- , 
sylvania, West Penn Square. Philadelphia. Organi. ' 
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tlemen graduate in the industrial �rofessions. Third 
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n. Mineralogy and Mining. Prof. W. S. Rowson ; Archi. 
tectural and Topographical Drawing, Prof. J. Kel'D ; 
Modern Languages. Prof. V. De Amarelli. For catalol{ues 
andfurlher informalion. apply to A. L. KENNEDY.M.D .. President of Ihe Faculty. 50 21 

A GOOD DRAUGHTSMEN WANTED, who is 
handy in the use of tools, and can take efficient 

charge of a few workmen_ 28 Platt st. (Utf . 
WROUGHT mON PIPE-Boiler Flue •• Glob" 

Valves. Cocks, Steam Gauges. Gauge Cocks, Oil 
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MORSE & CO .. No. 79 John .1 . •  N. Y. 49 12" 

THE ARTISAN JOURNAL-A Monlhly Record of 
the progress of Civil and Mechanical Engineering. 

Steam Navigation, Shi.pbuilding, and the Industrial Arts. 
Chemistry, &c. PublLshed in London, and for sale in 
numbers and volumes br CHAS. H. HASWEJ.L. Von-
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chinery. in all its branches, furnished upon application. 
14 lamlf 

SAFETY RAILROAD DRA WBRIOGES AND 
Self·Locking Switches, (Patented.) -'!'his invention 

will secure to the traveling community perfect safety 
while journering on railroads. 'l'he apparatus is so ar-
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moved to connect with inc lined sidelings ; and at the same 
time signals. attached to the switch bars are made to in
dicate that the draw is open. The self-locking switches 
can be used separately at any of the turn-outs of a raU· 
road. and there by prevent the constantly recurring acci
dents occasioned by negle('.t of bolting switch levers, as 
these switches bolt and unbolt themselves when moved I 
by the draw of a bridge or the lever at a turn-out. For : 
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Margaretta st., near Front. Philadelphia. 49 4:1= 

VENTILATION-The undersigned has devised and 
patented the only system by which a spontaneous 

ventilation can be effectually carried out in buildings, 
vessels, railroad carlll, &c. , and will sell to parties desirous 

}f.1rHT\�fN� (5d��r�C:::d��easonable price '49
Af3
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EXHIBI'I'ION OF THE MARYLAND INSTITUTE. 
Baltimore.-The Eight Annual Exhibition by th,e 

.. Maryland Institute. for the promotion of the Mechanic 
Arts." will be opened on Tuesday. 2d of October next. 
Goods will be received for exhibition and competition at 
any time prior to September 27th. and for exhibition 
merely. a8 late as 1st of October. The co-operation of the 
manufacturers, mechanics, artists. and the community 
�:ti6�a;,r ;rlf:ifsef;;'uJt;pi�;�
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be of American manufacture ; the only exception to thb 
rule being in favor of rare specimens in the department 
of the Fine Arts, owned by parties not holding them as 
merchandise on sale. Circulars. embodying the :regula.-
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Actuary of Ihe ln,tilule .  at IhJJ�"NiJA VANSANT. 
49 4t Ohairman of Exhibition (Jommittee. 

"'TORCRO"S ROTARY PLANING MACIIINE,-1'" The Supreme Vourt of the U. S . •  at the Term ofl853 
and 1854, haying decided that the patent granted to Nich· 
olas G. Norcross, of date Ii'eb, 12, 1850. fur a Rotary PIa-
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208 Broadway_ New York. 
Office for sa.Je of rights at 208 Broadway, New York. 

Boston. ?:l State street, and Lowell, Mass. � 6m-

'I'HE EUROPEAN MINING JOURNAl., RAil .... 
way and Commercial Gazette . A weekly newspa

per. forming a complete history of the Commercial and 
��lta��
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New Inventions and Improvements in Mec.hanics and 
Civil Engineering. Office 26 Fleet street, London. Price 
$6.50 per annum. 3Gtf 

POWER PJ ... Al\�S-Persoml wanting Iron Planers 
. of superior wormanship, and that alwaYR give satis
faction, are recommended to the NewHavcnManufactur� 
ing Company, Xe"" llaven. Conn. 40tf 

l ATHE!,;. PLANERS, and all kind, of Machinist,,· 
� Tools of the best description on hand and made to 

order by SHRIVER & BROS . • Cumberland. Md .. (on 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R .• midway between Baltimore 
and Ihe 0 hio Rive r.) 4Stf 

ANIIREWS �. JESUP-Commission Merchant •• . Ootton and Woolen Machinery. Steam �';ngines, 
Machinists' 'l'ooh. Belting. &c . •  Importers and Dealers in 
Manuiacturer:;' Articles; No' t.i7 Pine �treet. N .  Y. 2.'3 ly 

�TE\v HAVBN MFG. CO.-Maehinisl.· Tool,. Iron 1.,. Plnners, Engine and Hand Lathes, Drills, Bolt Cut
ter,�, Gear Cutters, Chucks, &c., on hand and finishing. 
These Tools are of l111perior quality. and are fbr sale low 
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Co:* New Haven, Conn. 4.0 tf 

IIAln n>;ON'S GR AI� MILI.S-Lale'l Palenl.
$1000 r�ward offered by the patentee tor their 

equal. A supply constantly on hand. Liberal Oommi8-
�i(Jns paid to agents . jl'or further information addre�s 
New Haven Manufacturing Co .•  New Haven. Conn . •  or 
to S. C. HILLS. our agent. 12 Platt street, New York.l3tf 
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CaRet;_ Reiers to Messrs. Munn & Co., Scientific Ameri-
can. 16 ly* 
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Smut Machines, Saw and Grifit Mill irons and Gearing, 
Saw Gummers. Uatchet DrilJ;,' , &c .  Orders for light and 
heavy forging a.nd ca. .. tings executed with dhpatch. 

8 ly' LOGAN V AIL & VO . •  9 Gold sl,. N. Y. 

JI /iO;;l � � -WOOnWORTH'8 P.1TI"1':T Plan· � ,Jl e'} ing. Tonguing and Grooving Machines
The �ub/lcril;er is constantly manufacturing. and ha.'i now 
for sale the largest and be:.t a..ssortment of these unriva.lled 
machines to be found iB the United States. Prices from 
��'35N�!¥�k ��f���fh:�� it;:�n;�iv��i;.
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SON. Planing Mill •• Albany. N. Y. 43 10" 
Ohilcott's Fabric (Belgian certificate ;) Irving's Paddle er t;me, in the S C I ENTIFIC AMERICAN. This paper is receipt of 6 cents or two letter stamps, by 
Wheel (Belgian certificate .) read by not less than 100.000 persons every week. and en- J. R. STAFFORD, Practical Ch�mist. G R l\ IN lUIT .. lS-EDW ARD HARRISON. of New ,' 

We would also again remind our friend� that we have a jOi£(� ;�!rh:�<�t;��:
a
ot�1�:dbb�n1a���i����ci� forei�n _��� _____ N_o_. _22_ and 21 N e w  street, N .  York. If Haven. Conn . has on hand for sale. and is constamly 

ow bushels of American Patent� in our pOJsession which countries are secured through us ; while it is well known manufacturing to order, a glflat variety of his apprl)'i-ed 
h I t' f II lh I ts r d fo B(lLRr.T'Y'� PNl'E1'i'l' nUY fULl'i,.. by Super. Flour and Grain Mills. incIuding Holtillg Machinery. Ele. I we would thank the owners to send for : and at the time �n �t: Ue.r§ . • 

a:��Iir�-:�� ��� �g:ncy.
e pa en app le or 

_ heated Steam. will dry grain, flour. and meal with. yaWl'S, complete with Mills ready fo1' me. Orders ad-
of ordering would requei'lt their enclosure of postage M(TNN & CO. out scorching, at a CO:it of 2 cent'\ per bbl. Al�o green dre��ed a� above to the patentee, who iB the exclush e I 

"'" t to t h d b American a.nd Foreign Patent Attornies, 123 Fulton inch lumber in 12 to au hours. Circulnr.� sent free on ap. manufacturer. will be supplied with the late�t imprrn'f' ¥ '.JI'J L,i tLa�ps pre·pay pos age w en requegte to e sent by street, New York ; 32 Essex Strand, London ; 29 lloule- plication .  H. u • .H L'LKLE r.  ments. Cut sent to applications, and all mills warrant d \' (7 

f1� 
mati. varu St. )fa.rtin. Paris ; 6 TI.ue D'Or Bru$:;els. Kalttnmzoo, Mich. 40 3* to give Ratisfaction. 43 'tt1l'';J '.I..:'�;'S .. _________ , 
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The Art or Dyelng.-No. 36. 

DYEING STRAW.-PURPLE-Into a clean cop
per kettle containing two gallons of boiling 
water, put four ounces of alum, and about forty 
drops of the muriate of tin, and boil two hats 
in this for half an hour, then lift them. Now 
throw out the liquor in the kettle and put in the 
same amount of clean hot water, and the clear 
liquor of half a pound of logwood well boiled. 
Let the hats now be entered in this and boiled 
for twenty minutes ; then take them out, wash 
them, and they are done. A little sumac add
ed to the preparing liquor improves the color. 
For a darker color, add more dye stuffs. 

Alkanet root makes a very beautiful light 
purple color on chip hats. Boil one hat in one 
gallon of water with six ounces of aJka.net 
root, and half an ounce of alum, for one hour ; 
then lift and wash. 

GREEN COLOR-To two gallons of boiling 
water in a kettle, add two ounces of the ex
tract of indigo, two ounces of alum, one-quar
ter of an ounce of sugar of lead, and the clear 
liquor of half a pound of fustic well boiled. 
Let two hats be boiled in this for twenty min
utes, then lifted out and washed. A kind of 
greenish slate color, sometimes fashionable, is 
dyed on straw hats, by coloring them a light 
blue first, with the prussiate of potash and cop
peras, and then dipping them for fifteen min
utes in a weak fustic liquor. 

Many dyers use turmeric for dyeing the yel
low oftheir greens on straw, but this is wrong, 
as this color cannot stand exposure for more 
than a few hours to bright sunlight. Fustic, 
therefore is the best coloring material for the 
yellow of straw hats dyed green. Ebony is 
also good, but is too expensive. 

YELLow-Straw can be dyed a beautiful yel
low with the bichromate of potash and lead. 
The straw is handled for about fifteen minutes, 
in a warm liquor containing three ounces of 
sugar of lead dissolved, then lifted aud intro
duced into another warm liquor containing one 
ounce of the prussiate of potash dissolved, and 
in which it is handled for ten or fifteen min
utes. These quantities of dye stuffs will dye 
one pound of straw. We have never seen yel
low straw hats, but no one can account for 
fashionable taste-such hats may yet adorn the 
heads of our gay belles. 

MAROON AND CRIKSoN-Into a clean kettle 
containing four gallous of hot water, near the 
boiling point, add four ounces of alum, a wine 
glass full of the muriate of tin, and two ounces 
of sumac. Handle three straw hats in this for 
half an hour ; then lift them, cool, and rinse in 
six gallons of clean cold water. Clean out the 
kettle, and put into it four gallons of hot wa
ter, and the liquor of one pound of peachwood 
well boiled, and four ounces of logwood ; han
dle the hats in this at a scalding heat for one 
hour, and they will be a maroon. With one 
half the quantity of logwood, they will be a 
crimson. Dark colored straw bonnets must be 
washed well in cold water before they are 
dried. 

Cudbear dyes a number of beautiful shades 
of ruby color. Take one pound of cudbear 
and place it in a vessel containing four gallons 
of water, and one ounce of soda., and boil three 
hats in it for half an hour, then take them out 
and they will be a beautiful color. 

The size that is used for stiffening colored 
straw hats, is white glue. It is dissolved in 
hot water, then suffered to cool before it is 
used. It is better to dip the hats in a solution 
of this size, than to rub it on as some do, with 
a sponge. Black straw hats shonld be dipped 
into a hot solution of glue, for stiffening ; it 
takes away all the brownish appearance of an 
excess of logwood, and leaves them a shining 
jet color. Gum arabic kept dissolved in a bot
tle, is put on black straw hats with a sponge 
after they are pressed, to give them a glossy 
appearance

_
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Railroad Drawbrldlle. 
The accompanying engravings are �ws il

lustrating the improved railroad. drawbridge, 
for which a patent was granted to J. K. and 
W. P. Gamble, of Philadelphia, on the 7th of 
last May. 

�titntifit �mtrican . 
tracks and �e switch rails,

. 
Qn� the main track \ din� section, an� fig. 3 is a vertical transverse I The object of this improvement is to prevent 

connected With the branch Inclmed tracks by sectIOn through hne x x, fig. 1. Similar letters such accidents as occurred at·Norwalk,Ct., two 

the switch rails. Fig. 2 is a vertical longitu- refer to like parts. years since, by the cars running through the 

GAMBLE'S RAILROAD DRAWBRmGE. 

open drawbridge into the river, whereby a num
ber of valuable lives were lost. The nature 
of the invention consists in a self adjusting 
means to be hereafter described, for operating 
and arranging switch rails with a side steep 
inclined track at each end of the bridge, and 
with the main track, whereby the switch rails 
are made to connect with side inclined tracks, 
simultaneously with the slightest opening of 
the draw, and then to shift and close the main 
track over the draw when the latter is perfect
ly closed, thus locking and shifting the switch
es by the slightest motion of the draw. Thus, 
if a train be running towards the bridge, the 
draw being open and no signal seen, it cannot 
run into the water through the gap, but will 
run up the inclined side branch track, and its 
progress be arrested. 

A B represents the main track passing over 
the bridge. C C are the switch rails placed 
on both sides of the river at about one hun
dred yards from the ends of the bridge. D 
D, in figure 1, are the safety inclined branch 
tracks with which the switches, C C, con
nect when the draw of the bridge is open. 
The switch bar, E, has a notch, a, cut in its 
top, in which a shifting arm, b, fits. This arm 
is secured in a revolving vertical shaft, c.
There is another arm, d, similar to b, secured 
in the same shaft. F is the bolt for locking 
the switch bar for a given time. It is made 
broad at its center, {lnd has a flat slot, e, cut in 
it, in which shaft c plays, as the bolt is locked 
or unlocked. On the outer end of bolt F, a 
cam,!; is secured, which serves to draw the 
bolt out of its connection with the switch bar, 
either when the switch is in line with the branch 
track or the main track. The spiral spring, g, 
on the end of the bolt, is for throwing the bolt 
into connection with the switch bar at the time 
required. h is a chain wheel on the shaft, c, 
and i is a chain passing arounqdt, connecting 
it with the chain wheel, j fig. 2' . . On shaft, k, a 
cogwheel, t, is secured, which turns with the 
shaft, and is operated by rack Tn, which is on 
the bottom of the draw. This wheel and the 
rack bar are so situated that they do not oper
ate until the draw is nearly closed, or as it just 
commences to open. The arrangements de
scribed for locking and unlocking the switch 
is the same for both ends of the bridge, and the 
description of one answers for the other-both 
are operated at the same time by the move
ment of the draw. G is the draw which is 
moved back and forth horizontally over the 
friction rollers, n n n, and under the swinging 
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portion, H. As the draw is gradually opened 
the levers, I I, are made to lift the part, H, as 
it (the draw) is forced under it. The loose 
ends of these levers are made to move upon in
clined ways, J J, which are attached to the 
draw, G, and consequently lift the swinging 
portion sufficiently high to allow the draw to 
pass under. The cogged gearing, as shown in 
fig. 1, by the large wheel taking into the rack 
on the draw, moves it back and forth. As the 
draw, G, is opened, it does not lift the part, H, 
at first, but moves under the hinged portion 
after the switches have been shifted to the 
branch track, and then commences to lift the 
part H. The object of this is, that the draw 
cannot be opened the smallest distance before 
the switches are changed. As the draw closes, 
the swinging part, H, descends, and occupies 
its proper position, for as the inclined ways, J 
J, are moved from the lifting levers, the latter 
are caused to descend the inclines, and allow 
the draw to occupy its position, and thus all 
the parts are self-adjusting. 

OPERATION-By turning the crank, 0, the 
cog gearing will be set in operation when the 
draw will commence to move horizontally, and 
to open gradually. As soon as the draw com
mences to move, the teeth of the rack, m, will 
take into the cog wheel, t, and cause it and the 
shaft, k, to turn and give motion to the band or 
chain, i, and to the wheel, h, and shaft, c. As 
soon as the shaft, c, commences to turn, the 
shifting arms, b. and d, are operated. The arm 
d being made to turn slightly and bear rigidly 
against the cam,!, which is secured fast on the 
bolt, F, and compresses the spiral spring, g, and 
forces the cam outward sufficiently far to draw 
the bolt from its connection with the switch 
bar. As the bolt is withdrawn from one of 
the two holes, t, in the switch bar, the arm, b, 
is made to bear on the side of the notch, a, in 
the switch bar, and force the said bar to an
other position, and cause it to throw the switch 
rail in connection with the branch track ; as 
soon as this takes place, the arm, d, escapes by 
the cam,!; and the bolt is again forced by the 
spring into the other hole, t, in the switch bar, 
and made to lock the switch for a given time. 
To shift the switches from the main to the 
branch track, the draw is opened but very 
slightly. After the switches are thrown in 
connection with the branch track, the draw 
may be opened its full width without the least 
danger of the cars running into the- water, as 
they will pass up the steep inclined branch 
track, when their progress will be arrested, 
and they can then descend again and remain 
stationary until the draw is closed. 

Signal poles 20 feet high are also placed on 
each side of the road opposite the switch bars. 
These have colored indicators on the top for 
dlty signals, and two deadened sides and one 
clear side in the lantern for night signals.
These are operated simultaneously with the 
draw and switches, so that every means for 
safety are brought into requisition. For more 
information see advertising columns. 
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